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PAGE TWO
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As the shadow of permanent
unemployment begins to loom
over the whole of the working
class can anyone doubt that we
are now in the midst of a savage
attack;on our standard of living
and our ability to organise
resistance to those attacks?

Eighteen months ago, after the
lorry drivers‘ strike and the
defeat of the Labour government,
the Tories were wary of taking
on the working class directly.
Instead they relied on their
‘disengagement’ strategy of cash
limits on public sector indust-
ries and attacks on the social
wage. This was backed up with
a dose of ‘market realism‘ Ll;
implemented largely through high
interest rates, to ‘shake out“
the small, unprofitable firms
and ‘rationalisation’ of key
industries like steel and cars.
As their confidence grew they
moved to the political front.
The Employment Bill (the subject
of much debate within the ruling
class) is intended to impose
restraint through legal means
as faith in the unions‘ ability
to ‘self-police‘ their member-
ship dwindles. Coupled with this
has been the massive strengthen-
ing of the force of the police
to attack picket lines. With
unemployment rising over two mill-
ion and the threat of the dole
avery real one, the- stage seems
set for a very aggressive Tory
offensive on all fronts, invol-
ving further cuts in welfare,
massive job cuts, short-time
working and reductions in real
jwages.
But let's not forget the Tories-
are onlycontinuinggwh§§;LabQEr
started. Contrary to what some
on the Left may say, it was Labour
that started the run-down of
state-services, the cuts in Brit-
ish Leyland, and the axing of
jobs at British Steel. And it
was Labour that brought us outs
in our social wage as a back-up
to their infamous ‘Social Cont-
ract with the Unions to contain
our struggle against falling
living standards. And it was
ethe Labour Party and TUC that
drew up and approved a set of
guide-lines on picketing very
similar to the Employment Bill,
as part of the Concordat.
‘So don‘t be fooled by the sudden
show of militancy now from the
Labour Party and Trade Unions.
Tony Benn and others on the Left
may complain that its not fair
to ask workers to make sacrifices

‘when the profits go to private
lcapitalists. But under their

E FOOT FOR
O STEPS BAC

so—called "workers control" the
same sacrifices would be consid-
ered "fair? Schemes like the
Alternative Economic Strategy
represent little more than an
attempt to try and shore up
capitalism by a bureaucratic
restructuring of the economy. E
None of these schemes can over-
come the problems of competitive
capitalism. All of them, whether
they depend upon companies, nation
states, economic bloc s or even
workers'co-operatives, need to
continually increase exploitation,
to effectively compete on the
world market. A process which
has proved to be completely
unstable and unable to sustain
itself without creating struct-
ural unemployment. All governf
mentsl left and right, have to
iP£}§E@P§lH§PP19¥P?P?;
If this is true why fight it?
One reason is we have little
choice. If we don't fight red-
undancies and closures it will
only pave the way for even
greater attacks next time round.
By fighting back we can delay
ythe bosses‘plans for more attacks
But of course what we can gain
is necessarily limited. Every
success will force the State
to reveal its true role as def-
ender of the capitalist system.

I

So h2w_can we fight it? The
Unions may talk about "defending"
Trade Union rights and workers‘
living standards, yet they them-
selves are a divisive force and
'an obstacle to any real defence
against the attacks being made
on us by the whole capitalist
class. They are instrumental
in reinforcing the sectional

4
i

divisions, the separation of
p'white-collar‘ from ‘blue-collar‘
the conflict between ‘public’
and'private‘ sector workers, and
the nationalist feelings that
make workers at Fords see their
interests as opposed to those
of workers in Japan, or textile
workers joining with their
‘bosses against workers in Asia,
for import controls. In prac-
tice they act as a semi- -
autonomous arm of the State.

Struggles must be controlled
by all workers involved - not
by Union Officials or shop
stewards. The most dynamic
example of how to organise a
strike was given by the workers
in Poland this summer. Organis-
ations, like the centrally co-
ordinated strike committees, were
forged in the heat of the
struggle. And these were ultim-
_ately accountable to the workers‘
mass assemblies. During negot-
iations delegates had to report
back regularly to local strike
assemblies, and tapes of the
proceedings were played back to
other workers.

Only militant action of this
kind, outside_of_and against
the whole Trade Union structure,
can transform an initially def-
ensive ‘economic’ struggle against
redundancies into a major polit-
ical offensive for_s§lf-managed
socialism. After all we don't
just want more of the same, but
a society where decisions in all
areas of social life - work,
education, health services -
reflect the full, free particip-
ation of everyone.
Leaflet published by Solidarity
(Manchester) and distributed
on the Labour Party demonstration
in Liverpool on 29th November
last. '
Solidarity apologises for the
inclusion of what has been widely
seen as an anti gay cartoon in
issu 12. It was not meant as an
attack on gay people, and Solida-
rity reaffirms its opposition to
all forms of sexism and hetero-
B0118!-

INTERNATIONAL UONFERENE

On the basis of Proletarian
Autonomy. To be held in London,
Easter I981. Initiated by
Autonomous Communist groups in
Britain and France. For further
details send a large stamped,
self addressed envelo to:
Authority Box 666, c/§eRising
Free, I82 Uooer Street,London NI;
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NO BOSSESI
Of course i€s right that
people should protest and
take action against the siting
of Cruise missiles in their
‘back gardens‘ and we are right
to reject the soothing phrases
of governments who tell us that
‘the bomb‘ will never be used
in practice.

But any attempt to base a pol-
.itical campaign purely on the
emotional horror which people -
feel towards the threat of nuc-
lear war; any attempt to raise
such a campaign above the
apparently mundane struggles of
everyday life - over wages and
working conditions,-education
and sexual relations - would
be a grave error.

It is not the destructive cap-
acity of nuclear weapons as
such which is the real issue
- there are numerous other
equally destructive replace-
ments at the disposal of the
state. Rather it is the econ-
omic and social mechanism which
continually sets nations
against each other in both
"peace‘ and ‘war’ and which
encourages the development and
use of such weapons which must
be our concern. The fact that
a small elite entrenched in
positions of power throughout
‘the world - in the state, big
‘business, and the unions —
iis able to take such life and
‘death decisions about us!
Its the same elite, with its
legitimating ideology, that

ABOUT
US
‘Habitual readers of the magazine
will have noted the considerable
diversity of views expressed in
recent issues.
The disagreements which are air-
‘ed in these pages reflect the
‘debates and the divergent ten-
'dencies within Solidarity. It
would be foolish to pretend
that this lack of unanimity has
.not created problems for the
group (or that the silence of
'other groups on such matters
ymeans that they have no inter-
118.1 dissensions). But there
are many problems to which we
still have to discover sOluti0n$.
not least because many Of those
solutions can only be practical
ones, and.to abandon our commit-
ment to critical (and self-
critical) thinking would signify
the stagnation of our politics.

From the letters and comments we

keeps us powerless in every
‘aspect of our lives. The
undermining and eventual
elimination of the power of
this elite and the destruct-
ion of the competitive world‘
economy are the only guaran-
tee of world peace and social
harmony. _
That undermining cannot be ach-
ieved through moral crusades,
pious pleas to governments or
appeals to ‘humanity‘. It can
only grow from a movement of
working class people in action,
beginning to recognise their
common interests AGAINST ‘their’
respective nation states and att-
empting to take control of their
own lives. In this struggle we
must totally oppose all govern-
ments and ruling classes, whether
in the state capitalist Soviet
bloc, in the ‘private enterprise‘
West, or elsewhere.

Such a movement will not be
assisted by appeals to ‘forget
our other differences in the
struggle against nuclear wea~ons'

receive it is apparent that some
articles have given rise to mis-
understandings, while others
would like to make all of us
responsible for the opinions of
each. We have no need of
the kind of acceptability to be
gained by attaching labels to
ourselves, or by tailoring our
ideas to conform to the prejud-
ices of others.

If we are not to recount the
entirety of our political ex-
perience in every issue, it is
inescapable that this magazine
will be largely composed of
fragments, the public formula-
tion of a dialogue through which
we give shape and substance to
our lives. The least of our
expectations is that a few of
these articles, creatively
applied, may be of service as
we try to make sense of a bewil-
dered world. While the contents
of this magazine generally re-
flect the politics of the group,
articles signed by individuals
don‘t necesarily represent the
views of all members.

05° BS
or to line up in a common front
with the very institutions that
keep us alienated and enslaved —
the churches, political parties
and Trade Unions - however
sincere some individuals repres-
enting these institutions might’
be. To repeat the mistakes of
CND in the 50s and 60s would be
sheer farce. Those moving in a
radical direction must not get
‘bogged down in this swamp but
make a clean break with estab-
lishment politics.

DIRECT ACTION - the self-
managed, independent revolut-
ionary activity of workers,
is the only alternative to
‘the useless Sunday strolls and
resolution-mongering of actuai
and would-be bureaucrats.
The only way to guarantee a
world at peace, a world without
bosses, bombs, armies and rival
nation states, is to overthrow
all ruling classes and build
a new society based on the
power of mass democratic, aut-
onomous working class organis-
ations, self-managing their
own affairs at work and in the
community. The choice before
humanity is self-managed *
Socialist revolution or radio-
active barbarism. Which side
are YOU on?

The above article was distr-
ibuted as a leaflet at several
recent CND and anti-war marches,
meetings etc. by Solidarity
(Manchester) and Solidarity
(Aberdeen).

SOLIDARITY CONTACT ADDRESSES:

I23 Lathon Rd, mmnon E6.
31+ Cowley Rd, OXFORD.
56 St Bendicts St, NORWICH.
30 Blenheim Ter, LEEDS 2.
Ba Hector Rd, MANCHESTER I3.
Box 23, I63 King St, ABERDEEN.
2I Treliake Lane, Highertown,
Truro, CORNWALL.
The National Secretary can be
contacted via Manchester.

n

The International Secretary can
be contacted by writing to:
Solidarity c/o 83 Gregory Ores‘
London, SE9 532 .

The National Treasurer can be
contacted by writing to:
J.Cowan. 3R, I? Cheviot Crescent
Fintry, Dundee.

The editorial production of this
magazine is rotated around the
country. This issue was prod-
uced in Manchester with help
from comrades in Scotland.
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THE GHEAT'SOCIAL SECURITY‘ SCANDAL

FEBRUARY CONFERENCE.

No Solidarity reader should need
to be reminded that there are now I _____.__....-----...._-.._....--
over 2 million registered unempl-
oyed. yet many may not know that
there are more than I4 million
people on or below the poverty
line. of these more than 3% mill-
ion are children. On November 24
the Government introduced new
social security regulations.
These regulations are nothing
1°33 than 3 °ut.in th° fllraady needs of a child under IO is just
grossly inadequate rates of bene-
fit on which ever increasing nun-
bers of people have to eke out a
miserable, impoverished existence. The Government also plans to stop

Changes resulting from these new
regulations include no payment of
supplementary benefit for unempl-
oyed school leavers until the end
of the school holidays after they
leave school, cutbacks in grants
for clothing and shoes, refusal
of supplementary benefit to thoe
with £2,000 or more in savings,
cuts in benefit for the families
of workers involved in strikes or
lockouts, reductions in earnings
related benefit and its abolition
by I982, increases in benefit to
be 5% or more, less than the rate
of inflation, no help with home
help charges. To add insult to
injury this years increase in
benefit was delayed by 2 weeks
thus depriving claimants of £150
million.

Furthermore, under these new reg-
ulations a new grade of bureaucr-
at called Special Case Officers
has been brought into being.
These officers will deal with
"difficult" claimants such as
those who can't make ends meet
and get into heavy debt and those
who cause trouble in D.H.S.S.
offices. The S.C.0.s are being
sold to the public as a kin of
benevolent social work, but what-
ever the intention in practice
their function will be no differ-
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ionslover I? million claimants
will be worse off. All claimants
are suffering from the Governme-
nt's policies, but it is the chil
dren who are suffering most. The
amount given to provide for the

£I.O4 a day I Increases in child
benefit have also been cut.

paying national insuance sickn-
ess benefit to those unable to
work because they are ill an to
make employers responsible for
sick pay during the first 8 weeks
of sickness. The rate of sick pay
will be £30 a week. This means
that those off work sick would
have to claim supplementary bene-
fit although it is by no means
certain that they will be able to
do so.

Indicative of the workhouse ment-
ality of the social security sys-
tem is the fact that claimants
have now been renamed assessment
units. The assessment unit is to
be filed, questioned, abused and
intimidated but never, ever enab-
led to enjoy a decent standard of
living.

Nor will it end there. It seems
likely that the next budget will
include yet more cuts in social
security. Even the Supplementary
Benefits Commission, a body not
noted for its progressive views,
has said that such cuts would be
"unjust, ineffective and politi-
cally inept." Part of the Govern-
ment's motivation in making such
cuts is its obsession that many
workers are better off on the
dole than at work. As the S.B.C.

ent to that of the fraud officers, has stated , "cutting the real
whose numbers Reg Prentice was so
keen to increase, - the intimida-
tion and harassment of claimants.

value of benefits as an incentive
to the unemployed to find jobs
would be a cruel waste of time -

Part of the function of the S.C.O. likg engouaging people to jump
s is the detection of symptoms of into a swimming pool with the
insanity in claimants I It may water being drained ayay."
well be that the Government has
plans to railroad difficult clai-
mants, especially those that try

o or anise and fight back, intot S
the madhouse.

According to the Governments own
figures under these new regulat-

As the real value of benefits
continues to decline and yet more
cuts are made the situation of
the growing numbers of poor will
continue to grow worse. Suicide,
mental breakdown, th break uP °f
families wi1l,increase by leaps
,.. bouns while the su-=r-rich
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the mony-lenders and commodity
speculators laugh all the way to
the bank.

In discussions on the social sec-
urity system much has been said
about the Beveridge Report which‘
laid the foundations for the pres
ent welfare (sic) state and which
has been held up by some as a
paradigm of Socialism. The fact
is that Beveridge was nothing
more than an attempt by the ruli-
n class to defuse the social un-
rest which they felt sure would
break out when the world war en-
ed. In his report Beveridge wrote
: "it is to the interests of emp-
loyers as such that the employees
should have security, should be
properly maintained duing inevi-
table intervals of unemployment
or sickness, should have the con-
tent which helps make them effic-
ient producers."

When the report was first publish
ed even Labour "Lofts" such as
Aneuin Bevan attacked it as
being a far cry from their state-
capitalist vision of welfare
state "socialism". However, their
reformist, social-democratic
politics prevented them from wor-
king out an alternative which,
then as now, could only have been
the total destruction of capital-
ism. And so, with varying degrees
of enthusiasm they gave their
support to Beveridge and soon an-
other Labour “Left”, Sidney Silv-
erman, was claiming that the
report expressed "the basic prin-
ciple of this Party." Nor should
we forget, despite Foot's recent
tub-thumping rhetoric at Liver-
pool, that past Labour governm-
ents have cut benefits and are
likely to do so in the futue.

Apart from the obvious effects on
those made redundant, unemploym-
ent is having a mixed effect on
the working class as a whole.

On the one hand, it has led to a
decrease in militancy, workers
fearful of losing their jobs acc-
epting wage rises well below the
rate of inflation or even taking
wage cuts. This has led in some
industries to a weakening of shop
floor organisation and a strengt-
hening of the position of manage-



ment and the TU bureaucracy. On
the other hand, the threat of the
sack has led to direct action
suh as the occupation at the
Gardeners‘ engine factory, an
occupation against redundancies
and for work-sharing. This is the
kind of response to-unemployment
Libertarians should encourage.

What is needed now is a mass,
direct action organisation of un-
employed and claimants. The Soci-
alist Workers‘ Party's Right to
Work Campaign and the Militant
dominated Labou Party Young
Socialists‘ Youth Campaign Again-
Unemployment will prove useless
in this task. Their aim is not to
help the unemployed organise to
fight for improvements in their
condition; much less is it to aid
them question an challenge the
alienated, exploitative social
relationships of capitalism. The
aim of these organisations is the
recruitment of "cannon-fodder"
for the self-appointed Leninist
vanguard.

On the credit side, a number of
claimants‘ unions and unemployed
action groups have been revitali-
sed or started from scratch. Many
of these, it must be said, are
not the initiative of the unempl-
oyed themselves, but that of the
social work, community politics
“left”. Despite the often valid
criticisms of trad Left ideas and
practices made by this breed of
philanthropists their politics
are often just as reformist. Most
of them still the unmployed as
objects in need of help rather
than subjects in need of the res-
ources to organise themselves.
Yet many of the unemployed in
these groups, having discovered
their ability to think and act
collectively, are starting to
question not only the poverty in-
flicted on them by the capitalist
system, but the very system itse-
lf. It would be a mistake for
Libertarians to write off these
groups as just another variety of
reformism. Instead, Libertarians
who are on the dole should work

n ese groups a d ng n the
slow and often difficult process
of developing political consciou-
sness and guarding their autonomy
from both those who would use
them as yet another pressure
group on the Labou bureaucracy
and the "body-snatchers” of the
Peninoid sects.

While the endless references of
the trad left to the '30s are a
sympton of their mental paralysis,
there are things which can be
learnt by today's unemployed from
the struggles of those days. In
particular the methods of direct
action used. In Woolich, for
example, the unemployed occupied
the workhouse imprisoning the
guardians in their board room un-
til they granted improved benefi-
ts. In other areas empty property
was occupied so that the unemplo-
yed would have meeting places.
Factories where overtime was wor-
ked would be invaded by squads of
unemployed who would halt produc-
tion and explain the need for the
unity of employed and unemployed
against a system which meant exce
ssive toil for some and enforced
idleness for others. Where work
schemes, which were often slave
labour schemes, were held milita-
nts would organise strikes until
the rates of pay were raised to
those in industry. When the unem-
ployed were on the march they
would eat in the best restaurants,
telling the owners to send the
bill to the PAC - the 30s version
of the SS. Already, the Unemploy-
ed People's Union in Barnsley is
talking of sit-downs on roads and
railways. Suh ideas which trans-
cend the official channels of
tame protest need to be developed
and extended.

It is vital that the media mytho-
logy about scroungers be counter-
ed and the unity of employed and
unemployed be built and maintai-
ned, In Greenwich, the local un-
employed action group has tried
to do this by developing links
'withmthe trades council. memb°r9
of both groups attending each _

CHESTER
For over two weeks in November csmash or at 1955* weaken the inc,
the whole of the City of Man-
chester Housing Dept was on
strike to achieve the reinstate-
ment of 10 workers sacked for
refusing to cover for unfilled
vacancies.

cover policy‘ officially sanct-
ioned by all the Public Service
Unions and applied with some
effect in a number of the more
militant sections of the Council
s offices.

It becamfi Clear during thfi °°uIB° There were some advances in the
of the strike, for those who
doubted it before, that the

organisation of the strike which
occured more by accident than

Housing Management with the back- judggment, but which were valu-
ing of the Labour Council had
decided to take on this section
of workers in an effort to

able despite this. Workerfl in 1319
Housing Dept belong to three_
different unions - the maJ°r1tY
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others meetings. In the near fut-
ure a joint bulletin will be pro-
duced, The group has also forged
links with rank and file militan-
ts in the civil service unions
who administer the SS system and
a meeting has been held at which
a CPSA militant explained the
workings of the new SS regulati-
ons to the unemployed. It is also
hoped to forge links with milita-
nts in other industries, in part-
icular those facing mass redunda-
ncies. The group is also aware of
the special problems facing wom-
en who work or who want to and
has held a meeting and produced a
leaflet written by working class
women for unemployed women. Such
efforts represent a small, but
never the less meaningful, step
in the right direction. The next
step is to link up the struggles
of the unemployed with those of
other claimants (pensioners, one-
parent families, the disabled,
etc) people fighting cuts in edu-
cation and social services, tena-
nts fighting rent rises, etc and
build mass, autonomous Councils
of Action in the workplaces and
working class neighbourhoods.
Libertarians must aid this proc-
ess while pointing out the desir-
ability an viability of our alt-
ernative to capitalism and state-
capitalism.

In any event, the poor and unemp-
loyed can't be ignored, they are
going to be here for a while yet
and their numbers are going to
grow. If libertarians refuse to
help the unemployed organise then
the trad left and/or the far
right will, already the British
Movement and the various National
Fronts have held British jobs for
British workers marches gaining a
number of young unemployed recru-
its. If libertarians don't start
to build the mass autonomous
direct action movement of both
employed and unemployed then our
visions of self-managed socialism
will remain just another pipe-
dream.

A.N. Assessment Unit
-»

STRI E
in NUPE and NALGO, with a small
number of senior officers in s
MATSA and a further separation
of NALGO into two divisions.
From the beginning, with the 10
disciplined workers including
both NUPE and NALGO members,
there was a mass meeting of all
the workers ( with the exception
of the much smaller Nalgo divis-
ion) which unanimously decided
to strike. This was rapidly
followed by the other NALGO
division and within a short
space of time the two had merged
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- with unitary mass meetings
and a joint strike committee. An
early attempt to have the strike
committee elected directly by
the meetings was unfortunately
_ngt treated seriously, a factor
which made it easier,as the
strike progressed for numerous
other ' external ‘union officials
to get involved, largely to our
detriment.

The inexperiemce of the local
union officials was not as some
might expect, a weakness, but in
fact allowed the more active
strikers to develop ideas and
initiatives themselves. A small
number of us,for instance,
decided to 'invade' some of the
offices in other departments
not on strike, to explain our
case and seek support, an acti-
vity quite outside accepted s
union practice. Much of the
most useful and interesting
material was produced outside
official union channels, in
particular by myself and a few
friends and also by the local
NALGO Action Group ( despite
their attachment to working
for reform and control of the
unions ),Despite consistently
repeated denials by the Unions,
the Council and its henchmen
insisted that their "right to
manage" was at stake. Few,
unfortunately, even among the
more active strikers, were will-
ing to admit that, at least in
a small way, this was true. As
a result there was a tendency
for arguments to get side track-
ed over this issue.

F TRI
FE I IS

Whilst the divisions within the
Housing Dept had been largely
overcome during the strike, it
was a different story when we
tried to extend the dispute. Here,
divisions between departments
and Unions combined with a
terrible fear of authority among-
st many workers who'd never been
on strike before, made our task
an uphill struggle. For the most
part we failed to get over the
significance of our struggle to S
other Council workers or to in-

P_i_cl§e_ta on duty dudng the recent s1rT|Eq'
of Manchester Fdfalli E. ‘ '

RCHYs CAPI
Since the advent of HLH in Britain. Large is probably the most vocif-
in 1968, distinctly separate erous faction, and provides the
theoretical groupings have evolv- c aricature for the stereo-type
ed. Through the development of av feainist,scissors clutched in
variety of feminist theories it ' beefy hand.
is arguable that the early revol-
utionary potential of the moveme- The Socialist Feminist (SF) fact-
nt has been dissapated. Certainly’ ion, must be the largest, treated
it no longer meets with the host- with respect on the Left and
ility it did in the early days, seriously by the GUARDIAN. Th
and its hardly concievable that two factions have much in common,
you could be refused a place on a not least the shared theoretical
social work couse for putting roots in Marxism. The relations-
Ms. on your application form. Yet hip of RF to Marxism is parasitic
there remains one faction in the it feeds of the theory it purports
movement with the grim deternin- to negate, while SF r01&ti0n8hiP
ation that: to Marxism is symbiotic, it
"Feminism should be threatening attempts to graft feminism onto
if it is to be revolutionary, and Marxist-Leninism. In the past .
if we aren't revolutionary then this has resulted in SF groups
what are we doing? He want men to being dominated by members of the
find us frightenning because SUP and IMG, With PEPBIB 11k°
surely our aim is to take power HOMENS' VOICE and SOCIALIST HOME
away from them"_ putting th emphasis on.working -

class womn at th point of prod-
The Radical or Revolutionary uction, female versions of
Feminist RF faction tho hnot" SJCIALIST WORKER. This position

spire them.with confidence again-
st an unprecedented barrage of
propaganda from the Council. An-
all-out strike in these circumst-
ances was rejected as premature.
A call for a one-day strike by
all Council white collar workers
and a demonstration was fairly:
enthusiastically supported and
turned out to be the climax of
the struggle. Following this the
Strike Comittee recommended and
obtained a 2 to 1 agreement on a
poor settlement of the dispute,
which got the 10 reinstated but
left the whole ‘no cover‘ policy
up in the air and the old divis-
lions in the department re-emerging

A period of frightened reaction
seems to have set in amongst
those not directly involved in
the strike, but many valuable
lessons have been learnt by the
strikers themselves.

The main lessons are similar to
those of other recent strikes:
1. That organisation must be
across trade union boundaries.
2. That strike committees must
be directly elected by and under
the control of the strikers.
5. That we can't rely in any way
on the Labour Party or Labour
Councils.
4. That in the current economic
climate important issues cannot
be won by isolated groups of
workers.

A particpant in the strike.

T ls
has now given way to the concent-
ration on patriarchy and the re-
lations of reproduction, as a
supplement to Marx's theory of
capitalism and the relations of
production. As a result some very
interesting discussion has come
out of SF, and although I would"
agre ith of them on the
naturewof pgtriarchy, their con-
ception of both capitalism and
communism remains consistent with,
that of the traditional Leninist
Left. (See scmu-:-r worm). They
still end up making demands of
the state such as ‘Workers’ cont-
rol over both production and re-
production”.

Both RF and SF have used Marxism
to develop their own theories of
patriarchy to oounterpose or com-
plement the theory of capitalist
developmnt as espoused by the
traditional left. In this article
I want to concentrate on The RF

t 81



theory of patriarchy as counter-
posed to the traditional Marxist-
Leninist theory of capitalism.
Both.RF and the Lefts theories
have their origins in a crude in-
terpretation (is there any other)
of Marx's 'Materialist Conception
of History‘.

From the continuing debate within

since 1917, is accepted without _
criticism. The answer to the 3
questions would be that the two
systems are separate, womens'
dual role implies the importance
of capitalism to_§ll workers
regardless of sex, while patriar-
chy only concerns womn. Thirdly,
patriarchy will not fall with
capitalism unless SFs take action

T-119 "L14 °I1 P8-‘l'Il|-B1?‘-111?. 3 questions to ensure that it does, and this
aria. s
l. Are patriarchy and capitalism

is the only point of diversion.

“Pm” °Y°’°°"° °f °°°1*1 °‘B‘°' ms nsvowrm rum FEMIMISTSisation? ~ __ _;
2. If so_is one more important Muh of the thoretical discussion
than the other? s
3. Can one exist without the
other? A

THE TRADITIONAL LEFT
The Lefts answer to the first
question would be that the two
are separate and that capitalism
is more fundamental to the organ-
isation of society and contains
the seeds of its own.destruction.
Patriarchy will fall when capita-
lism is overthrown and so needn't
concern us now. This veiw rests
on the Base/Superstructure idea,
that the means that society adop-
ts to organise its suvival, pro-
duction, (the economy) determines
the social organisation of socie-
ty i.e. ideology, cultue,instit-
utions etc. Only the economy
qualifies as a material force and
it is only within the economic
base that the dynamic for change
is possible. It follows that
social revolution can't be achei-

has gon on in conferences and
publications not available to the
genral public. However papers
produced for discussion at the RF
conference in 1977 are available
though reprints in SCARLET WOMAN
no.5, from.which I have drawn
quotes. RF theory is based on th
concept of women as a class. Thus
using Marxist theory whilst at the
same time rejecting it as the
aberration of the male mind. This
is not economic class but sex
class and it is at once apparent
that economic determinism has been‘
replaced by biological determinism.
“ii; i;€3Ei=1 basiséof ou oppre-
ssion comes from the biological
fact that there are two sexes and
all other material and psycholog-
ical aspects developed thereafter".,
The base is biological sex and the
superstructure everything else.
From this premise there are only
two choices for women:
l. That reproduction becomes the
function of machines, as suggested

ved without economic revolution by Shulamith Firestone in the
first. This veiw has led to a DIALECTICS OF EX, ani by Marge
concentration on the working class Piercy in WOMAN ON THE @OF

the int of uction and aat po prod .
justification for nglecting all 2. That women subjugate or destroy
other aspects of life, Feminists
have developed th theory of pat-
riarchy in an attempt to correct
the economic determinism of the
Left which totally ignored the
oppression of women. But SFs have
simply answered the qustions
without really challenging the
assumptions of the Left underly-
ing their determinism:
"Our task as socialist feminists
(as distinct from our tasks as
female revolutionary socialists)
is not to build a vanguard revol-
utionary organisation to help the
working class overthrow capital-
ism, but to infiltrate every org-
anisation whose activities impin-
ge upon the lives of women, from
revolutionary groups to tenants
organisations, in order to spread
our subversive ideas amongst wom-
en so that patriarchy will be
overthrown at the same time as
capitalism".
Apart from the schizophrenic
natue of'our task‘, the tradit-
ional role of revolutionary van-
guardism, that has been instrum-
ental in the defeat of working
class revolutionar --tential

TIME

men.
It is the second proposal that RFs
seem to be adopting. Lesbian sep-
aratism is a tactic in this revol-
ution not its conlusion! ‘

Although on the one hand they seem
to be stating quite unequivocally
that men.dominate due to the biol-
ogical fact that womn reproduce,

t on the other thy contradict1°
themselves by suggesting that male
superiority is in fact ideological
"It is not that women have infer-
ior status from bearing children
that causes our inequality, it is
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the veiw that production is the
basis of society”.

They go on to correctly point out
the ideological aspect of Marxist
theory, but the implication here
is that Marxist ideology is itself
responsible for the domination of
capital over everyday life. Is the
answer in the realm of ideas or
biology? Th reason why men rather
than women are accorded superior
status remains something of a
mystery, but men are able to main-
tain their control of women throng
the exercise of male sexuality. S
The penis, according to RFs:
"...is ilportant because it is the
symbol of the ruling class, i.e.
men. It is that which distingui-
shes one class from another and
to males it is a badge of office”.
Flashing is compared to the flag-
waving of British imperialism;
th mind boggles; never the less
I for one would be a far happier
person if the number of flag-
waving fellow workers I've encou-
ntered was as few as the flashers
and other ‘little rapists‘. RFs
urge us to break male power'by
concentrating our fight against
“penile imperialism". Freud may
hare had a point, or is it more
likely that the RFs have themsel-
ves elevated the status of the
penis from biology to ideology.

Biological determinism is as mys-
tifying as the economic determin-
ism of the Left. Anyway, if we
are all victims of our biology,
there seems little point in figh-
ting it. This contradiction has
not to my knowledge been.discussed
The RFs answer to the 3 questions
would be, yes the two systems are
separate, patriarchy is more imp-
ortant because it predates capit-
alism and would remain if capita-
lism was overthrown, on the other
hand they assert that capitalism
will fall if patriarchy is over
thown, but quite hw this would
happen isn't clear.

QJCIAL RELATIONS OF REPRODUCTION

Both the SFs and RFs have attent-
ed to reinterpret Marxs' theory
of social relations of production,
as the social relations of repro-
duction, the RFs, as the follow-
ing qute shows have simply not
understood th theory, but also

the" superior status accorded to A it proves to be a bad analogy-
men in the function(s) they do (I‘Ve ldded thfi "°rdB in br3°kBtB)
alone, it can be a thing of as
little apparent significance as
playing musical instruments....

"In the sex class (class) system
men (capitalists) have power over
women (workers) because they con-

it lust be regarded as mm i_mp°r_ trol the means of reproduction
tant than anything else in that
societ b women as well as menY I -
It is from th sole performing of

(production) which are womens
bodies (factories etc). The pro-
duct of reproduction (production)
3-1'9 °hi1d-T-‘en (€°°<‘1S) and thesethis function that their power - -

derives. In our society men have 313° “@153 {§3gita1iBt3) have 511-
elevated and appropriated produc- “ays °°n r° ° -"tion and Put it in opposition to Just continu the analogy to see
reproduction. They have developed h°" absurd it refill? 15-
a whole --litic,, Qeor around ‘Children/goods are sold on the
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labour market market by men cap-
italists for a profit ....' gives
a new meaning to alienated labou!_
The reduction of children to ob-
jects in this RF analogy does
precisely the same thing to child-
ren, that women objected to men
doing to them. Children beware!
But of course they are right that
women do not have control over
their own bodies, and they go on
to assume that if womn controll-
ed their own reproduction, by
controlling their own bodies,
hospitals, families, contracept-
ion and abortion, that patriarchy
would cease to exist. I agree in
theory, but is it possible in
practice? An alternative health
service like ‘Hell Women‘ clinics,
can only hope to reach a tiny
minority of feminists, doctors
and nurses are workers they can't
work full time for nothing, you
could have womens' clinics on the
American womens' bank model, or
through state financing, but they
would still be capitalist organ-
isations and control in the last
two alternatives would certainly
not belong with the patients. It
really makes no difference wheth-
er the boss and bureaucrat is
male or female, the nature of
control is fundamentally the same
Liberation can't be gained peace-
mal, womens control of their own
reproduction.wil1 remain an illu-
sion while economic power remains
under the control of the ruling

i£§“5eep1e we are defined as
capitalists or workers as a re-
sult of our relationship to
capital and the means of produc-
tion - it is a socially defined
relationship. It 18 because of
their role as capitalists or
bureaucrats that they oppress us
pat because they are a particu-
larly nasty breed of humans.
Likewise we are oppressed in our
role as workers,and not because
we are inherently masochistic.
The same goes for men and women

in the way that we are socially
defined in relation to our repro-
ductive function. (Like the term
production, reproduction does not
simply refer to biology, but in-
corporates the institutions and
ideology of the family and its
funtion in the organisation of
society as a whole.) Women are
oppressed in the family not by
men per se, but by their role as
fathers and husbands, it is their
econmic and ideological power
historically as breadwinners that
gives superior status to the role
of father and husband. Tradition-
ally (at least in capitalism)
women have been solely defind in
terms of wife and mother, a role
which contains within it the con-
cept of work, but which lacks the
production of a commodity from

veloped form of that organisation
Capitalism can be defined in many
ways but it must include product-
ion for profit, accumulation of
capital, competition, wage labour,
surplus value, commodity produc-
tion, money and the market. All
of these existed either separa-
tely or in combinations, albeit
weak, since the advent of private
property. As an abstract concept
fithe base/superstruture idea is
misleading because it treats only
the economy as material and mo-
tivating force in history, change
the economic base and the rest
follows like night follows day,
but day also follows night and if
this model is to be of any use in
understanding the dynamic of his-
tory it needs to be seen as a.

which surplus valu can be realis- t¥° '8? °r °iI°"llI PI°°°BB-
ed. It is the separate role as
breadwinner that gave men.domina-
tion in the family through sex-
roles, but this domination has
and is being erroded precisely
because the role of breadwinner
is no longer exclusively male and
this has a concomnitant effect on
sex-roles. If these roles were
biologically determined there
could be no change and history
itself would be negated.
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW
In practice patriarchy and capit-

Prior to the industrial revolu-
tion a separate economy didn't
play a major role in the social
organisation of society. Society
was almost totally dependent for
survival on agricultue, which in
turn was dependent on the vagar-
ies of climate and geography. The
instability of the economy was
compensated for by the predomin-
ance of what appeared as the
'natual' order, which was rigid-
ly hierarchical and patriarchal.
The family, tribe, village, king-
don etc., was an integrated

alism are not separate but the organic unit. While men on thesame. Engels ORIGINS OF THE FAMILY,c1asB_ .. hasn't helped by dividing,,,,,,,,,, My yyyyyyyyyyyy W‘whole were considered suP°rior.
every one had a necessary part to
play. The individual didn't exist
as we know it, thugh seeds of
_b_ou_rgeois individualism _ agltklme
ideologicallbase essential for
th ‘take-off‘ of industrial
capitalism were present from at
least the I7th century.
The industrial revolution repre-
sents a watershed in the economy.
‘Th economy has become far more
important and has actually devel-
oped a semi-autonomous existence
‘as a dynamic effect of increasing
dcompetition. It appears out of
control of both individuals and
climate. This autonomy has made
vpatriarchy less important ideol-
ogically. Capitalism has shown in
"boom its ability to operate out-
side of traditional ideological
-considerations if they aren't in
its interest. Thus in the post
war boom of the 50s and 60s,
flwomen (and immigrants) were sub-

rhisi-or: into B9121-‘ate economic stantially drawn into the labour
periods: primitive communism,

* barbarism, chatel slavery,
feudalism, capitalism. This com-
partmentalism has encouraged RFB
to use Marxism to prove that
patriarchy predates capitalism
and so claim it as more fundamen-

market. As a result the economic
independence women gained encou-
raged them-to push for greater
equality. For middle class women
to have careers and to seek

satisfaction, status and power.
through employment. The state p _

tal. Such an approach is basically 15fj§;55;§“by“£§g*&gman¢s of ;1¢.
a-historical. Economic organis-
ation of society can really only
be understood as a continuum of
class society, with modern capit-
alism representing the most de-

dle class women and the needs of
capital, responded with the Abor-
tion Law Reform in 196? (before
the ULH existed), the Sex Discri-
1! 1,; _ O Ct 8.111



Equal Pay Act in 1975 whn the attack. It is no coincidence hat
recession had already started. feminists who espoused the myth
This could be claimed as evidence of mtherhood in the early days
of the effect of changes in the of the WLM, are nw extolling the

economic base on the ideological virtues of the uniqueness of the
superstructure, but it was war female experience of childbirth.
that made those changes in the Unemployment and th birth rate ,
economy possible in the first generally show a close correlat-
place, and the effect of two wars ion.
that helped destroy the 19th Cen-
tury ideology on where a womans Industrial capitalism destroyed
place was. Today to introductiofi paternalism why not patriarchy?
of microprocessors can be seen as It is theoretically possible that
in dttd¢k by the °lP1tl11dt din!“ capitalism could exist without
mic on the patriarchal relations Patriarchy, but highly unlikply
°f th° °ff1°° (b°BB/5@°r°t@rY)- because of'the internal instabil-
Ss the sssrsiery‘s skill. sisids ity inherent in the system. Any-
Bnd 1°19 1IP°Itdni1Y hr PB7°h°- A way, even capitalism cannot escape
sssisl fslilisriiv with ins boss. history inn the ideology of which w
which characterised the old patr-- patriarchy is a part’ is itself a
iarchal/paternalistic relationsti 1 material force, not separate from,of production, are effec vs y or secondary to economic factors.
destroyed’ in Precisely thfi Bale Neither the economy nor ideologyway as it was between master and at’ static and both are thpr°ug_
artisan in th 19*“ °°?‘“rY' hly integrdted with each other,

to talk of patriarchy as if it had
the first and second waves rsnsinsd snshsnasd sinss the 01dBoth  

of feminism (both predominantly Tssislsni days. is both dishsnssi
middle class in origin) can be lnd 1"d1°r°uB P° in °X@r°l°-
identified with certain phases of
ca italist develo ment However IN PRACTICEP P -
capitalism is equally capable of It is totally pointless to attempt
reinforcing certain aspects of $0 fight pstrischv Ind ¢&Piil1iBI
patriarchal ideology in a crisis, as two separate systole. The RF
but onl as far as ople are separatist tactic is not a solut-Y P9 y ~
willing to accept it. What gains idn fbr the lBJ°I1t?'°f '°ln I5
women have made are new under a sex (or as workers) as it requ- s

A ICROELECTRO
- _.,,..._-

THE TECHNOLOGY OF
‘NANAGERIAL_CONTROL?
Technological change is often
presented, by the Right and Left
alike, as the unquestionable
basis for our future prosper-
ity and synonymous with social,
‘progress’. The concensus may
occasionally be cha.lle‘.'1ged of
course, particularly when bla-
tent instances of the ‘misuse’
of technology occur, like the
use of defoliants by the U.S.
government to cause massive
crop destruction in Vietnam,
or attention is drawn towards
the existance of ever-growing
stockpiles of nuclear warheads,
enough to wipe out intelligent
life on this planet many times
over. But, ironically, tech-
nological determinism.25d a
belief that such ‘misuses‘ are
somehow unp1anned.and acci--
dental (consider the term "mis-
sile madness"), exist side by
side to compound a widely ac-
cepted image of science, and its
technological consequences, as
largely unaffected by the pres-
sures, priorities and interests
that are fed into the social
process of decision-making under
capitalism.

Recent speculation on the pos-
sible implications of the
advent of the ‘chip’ (TV pro-

grammes on which can at best be
recommended only for their fri-
volous , ' entertainment ‘ value)
has again revealed the extent
to which the mystique surroun-
ding (micro-) technology ful-
fills.the ideological purpose
of preparing us psychologically
for its seemingly ‘inevitable’
introduction. Yet decisions
were" presumably taken at some
point to research and develop .
microelectronics and divert
resources away from other maybe
more labour-intesive technolog-
ies. What remains hidden is
the basis upon which such de-
cisions were made. What, for
example, were the universally
agreed scientific rules which
decided that research into sol-
id state physics was a more
viable, cost effective avenue?
And at what stage did profoundly
political judgements as to
whose interests were best served
by information of this kind
enter into the decision making
process?

The following account aims to
make one point clear: class
politics and interests will de-
termine not only the'use' micro-
processors will be put to, but
they have already entered into
the very formulation of problems
related to the development of ,
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ires a large measue of sexual
repression. Most of us have alre-
ady had this perpertrated upon our
psyche from external sources, with
out consciously inflicting it upon
ourselves. Whilst the conclusion
of such a revolution, whther it
be subjugation or'destruction,
(if the analogy is continued v
presumably the dictatorship of the
women will follow) is merely role
reversal, the prisoner may change
places with the jailer, but neit-
her are free.

The economic determinism of the
Left is equally barren, both sides
offer just a partial critique of
the causes of our oppression and
the means of our liberation. It
is imperative for women and men
togeter to develop a total crit-
ique which recognises the material
basis of both economics and ideo-
logy on all aspects of our lives,
and to fight together on all
fronts, even if this does mean
som time is spent on internal
wranglings that may well become
heated at tims. If we can learn
anything from history at all, it
must be that the working class as
a whole will never capture the
means of production.while remain-o
ing imbued with the dominant
ideology.
Luiente

microelectronics from its more
basic-science. Not surprising-
ly, therefore, the technology
will be well suited to its major
task: the capitalist solution
of the economic crisis at the
expense of the working class.

&Cost reduction in the product-
ion of standardised commercial‘
circuits asspelt the success
of the electronics industry
since the first ones were put
on the market in 1961. This
has been achieved partly
through investment in newer pro-
cesses. but particularly because
the American and.Japanese-based
multi-nationals have been able
to make huge inroads into the
great pool of low cost and heav-
ily disciplined labour in Third
World countries, where chips are
assembled. The same however,
can't be said of the ‘applic-
ations' side of the chip ind--
ustry. Whether one is con-
sidering software (instruction
programming) or the application
and design work necessary to
overcome the ‘interface’ prob-
lems in adapting chips to their
potential range of uses, the
high level of skill and train-
ing necessary has so far pre-
vented capital from making
gains even remotely comparable ,i
with tho.e achieved in hardware-
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The ways in which management
have attempted to cope with
this reflects a more general
problem which has confronted
capitalists since the begin-
ning of the Industrial Rev-
olution: how to'break the
control exerted by skilled,
craft labour over essential
tasks in production? In boom
periods workers‘ resistance to
the various organisational
METHODS (e.g. techniques of sci-
entific management) that the
capitalists have used to regain
control of the labour process
could be ‘bought off‘, to some
extent, with large wage increa-
ses. However it is no coin-
cidence that the current drive
towards full automation using
microprocessors is happening in
a context of deepening economic
crisis. Central to the argu-
ment is capital's inherent in-
ability to permanently halt the
decline in the rate of profit.
Partly to offset this, new forms
of technology are developed to
restructure the economy. But
these forms must be such as to
overcome the dependance upon
sections of the working class
who have used their skills and
strengths as ‘bottlenecks’.
This is particularly relevant
to employment of a clerical or
service natnre- ‘
Despite the myth that technolog-
ical change will eliminate bor-
ing, unskilled work, the implicat-
ions today for the working class
of the introduction of the new
technology point in the oppo-
site direction. Cheap, unskil-
led labour may still be employed
if it is not economic to auto- I
mate. And previously highly-
skilled jobs will be taken over
by machines, placing the prec-
ious, craft knowledge, built up
over generations in some cases,
firmly in the hands of manage-
ment and enabling them to fur-
ther subject the living
worker's actions to the control
-of dead labour. Technical
developments in microelect-
ronics now mean zthat even small
batch production can be
automated. If this is taken
together with the advances
made in computer aided design,
where a computer can draw up
manufacturing specifications
and prepare tapes for numer-
ically controlled machine tools
the need for the skilled labour
of the draughtsman would be
almost totally eliminated.
This was the kind of offensive
adopted in the Times dispute
where management designed a -
system which would get rid of
the job of typesetter, and thus
crush the resistance of a pot-
entially powerful group of
workers. Probably the furth-
est advance by a microelectro-

\\ T ____“ 
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nic-based product towards
complete managerial control is
the IBM 370/50 Telecommuni-
cation System, suitable for
office buildings. It not only
carries out the usual switch-

§bO&Id tasks, but in addition
-can say prevent a particular
extension dialling particular _
numbers, or determine which
areas of a workplace any partic-
ular person may enter, or
record telephone numbers dial-
led and conversations made.
The political dimension to
these kind.of devices doesn't
need to be spelt out.
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The effect microprocessors will
have on areas ‘outside’ of pro-
dution i.e. on'our everyday
ilives is not to be neglected.
The offensive on the cultural
level, in the form of video
games, has not escaped the att-
'ention oflmarketeers who point
to the way micro-chip based
electronic toys are an aid in
overcoming workers‘ initial _
.resistance and other so called
Tp§ychological' bagfiers to
*using video screen . Increas-
ting pressure will be applied
Jon us to buy the various
qelectronic gimmicks and gadgets
that will come on to the mark-
jet, soaking up those chips not
used on guided missiles. And
with unemployment widespread,
microtechnology will only serve
to consolidate and further ex-
tend the inherent elitism of
our society which reserves the
chance of creative activity for
ta very small minority, leaving
tthe rest of us to gaze on pas-
sively in front of our wall
video screens.

It could of course work out
differently, with the effect
of power being concentrated in
the hands of the few skilled
workers who are still employed,
leading to a ggeater potent-
ial for disruption on their
part. Similarly the de-ski1-
ling of software (where one
could simply talk to a compu-
ter rather than programme it).
could bring benefits in terms
of workinglplass access to
information. But the question

I

is will it? The answer
depends crucially upon strug-
igles going OI1 E. If WOI‘k8I‘S

follow the unions‘ policy °f
selling‘ jobs for short term
increases in wages and thereby
losing control over key

aspects of the labour pro-
‘cess, then indeed the future
llooks bleak. However more
ihopeful demands have been made.
yranging from guarantees (over
Jobs and skills) to be made
‘in advance, before the tech-
nology is brought in, to calls
‘for workers to re-design equip-
ment thus eliminating some of.
the managerial authority and
control functions which have
been built into it. Some, in
a mood reminiscent of the Ludd-
ites, have called for a flat
'No' to the introduction of
microprocessors, though arguing
that its not technology p§r_§§
they're against, but the way
the ruling class have control
over it. Clearly the latter
tresponse has some hidden dang-
‘ers, but ultimately_§ll of ~
them will involve a struggle
of some kind, which, to be at
all successful, will have to
spread far beyond the immed-
iate plant affected. Since
the introduction will be by
stealth, (rather than all in
gne_go) this raises the issue
of coordinating the power work-
ers in different sections of,
say, local government, may be
able to exert. Whilst the
strike has, traditionally, been
the weapon for defending wages,
other methods of struggle may
have to be considered against
ythis kind of offensive. Lastly
‘the importance of building up
a political analysis of the
new technology, from a working
class perspective, can't be
stressed enough, if we are to
show how technological
advance could really be used
to create a world without pov-
erty and hardship, instead of
leaving us defending the
existing unpleasant conditions
of work.

., G.T.
NOTES

l. Input, output, central pro-
cessor and memory - the basic
components of any computer- is
known collectively as ‘hardware.
'Software' refers to the pro-
duction of computer programmes.

2. Small batch production is
used in almost every part of
the mechanical engineering
industry to produce machines
or machine parts i.e. a
variety of complex Components
in relatively small numbers.

0

CONTINUED ON PAGE II
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small man‘ Economist 276:
7%-5. September 13, 1980

3. See for example ‘who's
afraid of video screens?’ .
Economist .§Z&: 98. Feb, 16 l
l9S0. _

4. A recent U.S. report recog-
nises this much: ‘
"By providing ready access to
,information and assistance of
.a1l kinds, the home communi-
>

?cations-information system L
could improve the quality of
life for the majority of
people; but it could just as
emy become a force leading

_to the break up of society."
(my emphasis)

For more details see U.S. Nat-
‘ional Research Council
Telecommunications for metro-
olitan Areas: O ortunities

for the 1980's.
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The prospects in the 1980's. for
millions of African workers and
peasants are to say the least not
very bright. For the second time
in ten years famine and starvation
threaten huge populations in both
east Africa and the Sahel region of
west Africa. Tens of thousands of
people have died in the Karamoja
region of Uganda, and the
livelihood (cattle) of another half
million has been destroyed. The
‘failure of the gr.-pin crop in
Mozambique threatens thousands in
the south of that country.

On top of all this, areas with
impoverished agricultures are being
inundated with refugees from war -
most notably in east Africa (the
rump of Amin's army, the
secessionist wars in Ethiopia etc),
but also in Zimbabwe where some 250
thousand are returning, mainly from
Mozambique. Another 800 thousand
are returning from the bush to
their home areas in Angola, areas
devastated by war between the MPLA
and UNITA and South Africa.

Areas not in the theatre of war
nor directly affected by these
disasters are only a little better
off. Shortages of food and
essential commodities, breakdowns
of electricity and water supply,
inflation, corruption, and rampant

SOCI
RBARI

black marketeering affect both the
urban and rural masses causing
iundernourishment, malnutrition,
istarvation, and disease. These
icircumstances breed individualistic
fself-survival - dog eat dog —
grather than any ideas of collective
,activity, so that cheating, petty
itheft, armed robbery, black
marketeering, crimes against
-ordinary people (as opposed to
crimes against capitalist property)
‘are the order of the day.
i It is a depressing picture of
imminent barbarism.

J

Africa since ‘National Liberation‘

What has been happening in
Africa in the past 10 or 20 years‘?
With the demise of the Portugese
Empire in Africa in the mid 70's,
and the independence of Zimbabwe in
1980, the era of national
liberation is over (1).
Nationalism and ‘nation—building'
however are unfortunately very much
alive. With the help of the
Eastern and Western blocs nation
states have been formed throughout
Africa. Their bourgeoisies and
bureaucracies have entrenched
themselves and are busy plundering
' ' ' tio s ((2). Som otheir popula np e f

IJS
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in the colonial era are workers
employed by the state in the
industrial, administrative and
service sectors. Also there are a
small number of workers employed by
the multinational 'corporations
which often operate in partnership
with the state. Thirdly, there are
workers employed by African
capitalists - in addition to the
smallbourgeoisie these are often
bureaucrats, civil servants, or
military men going into private
ventures. They are invariably
subsidised, officially or
unofficially, by the state.

In all but the last category,
the conditions in_ production are
much the same as in ‘advanced’
capitalism - Scientific Management
was introduced in the mines and
other industries in the colonial
period, and factory production is
widespread. Consequently the same
kind of struggles are in evidence
as in 'advanced' capitalist
countries, not just over wages but
those which contest managerial
authority the power of the unions
and so on - in short those
struggles which contest control
over work. -These struggles often
involve defying the most vicious
repression by the state. Also in
evidence are manifestations of

the capital accumulated from this ‘
exploitation has gone into
state-sponsored capitalist
development. Some of the surplus
goes on the military-repressive
apparatus to consolidate the power
of these ruling classes. Another
part is squandered on the luxury
consumption of the bourgeoisie.
And in each country a greater or
lesser portion of the surplus is
exported and accumulated in the
West, as it has been since European
capitalism started penetrating
Africa 500 years ago. (The Soviet
Union and China are more concerned
with their strategic interests and
access to strategic raw materials
than with the extraction of surplus
as such.)

CLASSES S ~

The most important change in
Africa in the last 20 years is the
emergence of classes that could
transform all this.

Workers

First, the African working class
has greatly expanded. Added to th
workers in the mining and other
extractive industries established ON PAGE
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resistance to work - absenteeism,
go-slows, sleeping on the job etc.

The expansion of the working
class has been accompanied by the
expansion of other urban groups —
the unemployed, the petty traders
(mostly women), roadside fitters,
shanty town dwellers, hustlers.
This so—called ‘informal sector‘
has been penetrated by the World
Bank, U.N. and other agencies in
an attempt to ‘solve’ unemployment
by promoting intermediate
technology packages in small
businesses. These service the
bigger outfits — the state
enterprises and the multinationals
- with cheap ‘appropriate’
products, and they mean for the
worker low pay, long hours, tedious
and arduous work: in short the
intense exploitation that
characterises sweat shops.

Finally there is another
significant group: the school
students. The black and coloured
students of South Africa are the
most well known, but revolts by
school students against corrupt
headmasters, against mismanagement
and over other issues are
commonplace throughout Africa -
again in the face of vicious
repression.

Peasants

Changes are also taking place in
the rural areas among Africa's
peasants. Apart from in eastern and
southern Africa, there was not so
much outright dispossession from
land under colonial rule as in Asia
and Latin America. Nevertheless
African agriculture was badly
underdeveloped in the colonial
period. Export crops were
encouraged to the detriment of food
production, and those areas that
would not furnish raw materials for
European industry were administered
as sources of labour supplying
migrant workers to the export
sectors of the economy (the mines
and plantations). These-areas were
therefore deprived of labour to
maintain an agriculture capable of
supporting the population, which
led to more migration, and greater
underdevelopment. During the
colonial period, then, all rural
people were incorporated into the
world capitalist system as
producers of commodities: men as
peasant producers of export crops,
or as migrant labourers; and women,
old men and children as producers
of food and subsistence to
reproduce this labour.

1\bw a new incorporation is under
way:—_the penetration of peasant
production itself by bureaucratic
capitalism. Previously capital left
peasants to organise their own
production and to get on with
producing. Capital simply bought up
the crops. Bureaucratisation began
during and after the War when
colonial administrations set up
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state marketing boards to which
peasants were to sell their crops.
The surplus accumulated in these
boards from the exploitation of
peasants was a major source of
capital for both the colonial power
and later the post colonial states.
The tendency towards bureaucratic
management of peasant production
has s since accelerated. There has
been a proliferation of rural
development schemes (settlement
schemes, irrigation schemes)
instituted by the state, often in
partnership with the World Bank,
U.N. or other ‘aid’ agencies. Such
schemes have several aims. Firstly
they are designed to shore up areas
ravaged by colonial and post
colonial underdevelopment; then
they want to provide the
export—oriented sectors,
principally the towns, with food so
that export Production can
continue. Thirdly they aim to
provide an infrastructure to
facilitate exploitation by MNC‘s in
profitable agribusiness - luxury
foods for export or for upper
income classes. Finally they want
to create a market for agricultural
technology - either conventional
(tractors, fertilisers etc) or
‘appropriate’ (like small ploughs,
bullock-carts). There is a recent
tendency for» whole regions to be
handed over with carte blanche to
the World Bank or U.N. to be
administered as ‘integrated
schemes‘.

What do these ‘schemes’ mean for
the peasant‘? They mean direct
intervention into the organisation
of production itself, so that the
idea of an ‘independent’ peasantry
in now nonsense. Production is
determined by an outside management
which supplies the means of
production (seeds, tools,
fertiliser, pesticides - invariably
more expensive than traditional
inputs), dictates cultivation
techniques, provides technical
staff to supervise production and
quality control, and determines the
price of the crop. The schemes
often mean for the peasant greater
intensity of labour, a longer
working day. Outside of direct
production, the scheme management
may control education, health and
other services.

In short, the lives and work of
peasant men are being penetrated
just like any other worker in
‘advanced’ capitalism, although
without being completely seperated
from‘ ownership of the means of
production. As such they fall
within our definition of the
proletariat, i.e. those whose
lives and work are managed by
others. Peasant women, outside
these schemes, continue to have to
reproduce the men with their
labour, or they may be incorporated
as wage labour on state farms, on
those of multinationals, or on the
farms of the bureaucratic

bourgeoisie going into business as
private capitalist farmers.

It should be made plain that
this bureaucratisation of peasant
production is only a tendency and
is far from complete.(3) In some
states, by contrast, individual
private tenure of land by
peasants is developing. Moreover,
bureaucratisation is obstructed a)
by the failure of bureaucracies to
function through inefficiency and
the appropriation of inputs by
bureaucrats for their farms, and
b) because of peasant resistance,
the class struggle between them and
their managers. The latter is
manifested in a number of ways.

— by refusal to adopt new
cultivation practices and by
sabotage (seen by the bureaucrats

as "peasant conservatism")
- strikes, refusal to grow certain

crops, or cutting back on their
production

— evasion of crop grading
regulations and pricing by the
management by smuggling or illicit
marketing
- violence against the agents of

capital.
In short it is a struggle over

control of production and disposal
of the product, an assertion of
autonomy. Similarly where rural
wage labour is employed we find
strikes, arson, sabotage and theft.

So, in the sphere of production
the same kinds of struggles are
being fought out in Africa as in
the advanced capitalist
countries.(4) The failure to
inculcate a work ethic, to instil
labour discipline - usually by
appealing to ‘revolutionary’ or
nationalist sentiments — is a major
problem facing all the ruling
classes of all African states.

THE FATE OF 'SOCIALISM' IN AFRICA

The developments and struggles
described above apply just as much
in so called ‘socialist’ states as
in ‘capitalist’ ones. Below, three
‘socialist’ states are considered:
Tanzania, feted by the left,
including many libertarians and



Third Worlders, and Angola and
Mozambique, the two ex-Portugese
colonies independent in the mid
70‘s, also much vaunted by the
left.

TANZANIA

Let's ’ take Tanzania from
Nyerere’s Arusha Declaration in
1967, when uj anna became official
policy: this was the idea that
development should be based on
.supposed traditional African social
organisations and attitudes that
rural people should come together
in co-operative villages to produce
communally. Other documents
published at this time, such as the
‘Leadership Code’, set out how
party cadres and bureaucrats
shouldn't be authoritarian and so
on. In 1969, a year after the
circulation of these ‘libertarian’
texts, the Ruvuma Development
Association, an early peasant
initiated settlement scheme which
had helped to inspire the ujarraa
policy, was banned by the ruling
party, TANU, partly because a
political opposition was developing
there and partly because the
Association was too autonomous.
The banning was endorsed by
Nyerere. From now on bureaucrats
were to initiate ujamaa.

Meanwhile in the towns_a—wo'rking
class upsurge erupted, especially
in Dar es Salaam. This was fuelled
(though not initiated) by another
Declaration in 1971: the TANU party
guidelines, or Mmn ozo, which
aserted the primacy of the Party
while at the same time railing
against authoritarian managers and
bureaucrats. Workers O apparently
had taken note only of the scohd of
these exhortations, and a
widespread movement of ..Siril<e's and
lock—outs of managers took place in
the early 1970's. Workers’
committees managed production,
sidestepping the state Trade Union,
NUTA. Political meetings were held
everywhere. This upsurge
culminated in the occupation of
Mount Carmel Rubber factory in 19_73
during which the government came
down on the side of management; the
workers were sacked, although later
reinstated after a public outcry.
Frightened by the unleashing of the
workers’ activity, the Party
revised its guidelines in 1974.
Nyerere declared ‘Uhuru na kazi‘
(Freedom is work) in his May Day
speech, and tirades against lazy
workers, ’saboteurs’, and
’waywards’ were stepped up.
Workers were played off against the
peasants, strikes were made
illegal, and NUTA suppressed the
workers committees.

In the rural areas, frustrated
by the slow progress of the ujanaa
policy, the authorities intensified

the bureaucratisation by compulsory
’vi1lagisation’: "To live in
villages is an order,” Nyerere was
quoted as saying. Most of the

"rural population was moved into new
or existing villages in 1974-5.
Colonial laws on forced cultivation
were revived and peasants were
given quotas to meet. A few
extracts from the government paper,
the Daily News: p

1.8.74 Every family in Dodoma
rural district will cultivate not
less than three hectares of food
crops from this year onwards, the
Party's district working
committee has ruled. Heads of
families with more than one wife
will be required to cultivate
three hectares for each wife. To
enforce this, identity cards will
be prepared and given to all
chairmen of village working
committees. Nobody will be
allowed to use buses, trains or
planes without producing an
identity card showing he has
cultivated three hectares. The
committee said that villagers who
will not comply with the order
will not be alloed to attend
cattle auctions, _enter pombe
shops nor participate in
ceremonial dances.

13.8.74 222 peasants in Mafia
district, Coast Region, are to
appear before a primary cour_t
magistrate charged with
neglecting their shambas (farms).

19.8.74 The Musoma district TANU
secretary said yesterday that a
task force of about 50 militiamen
and TANU Youth League members
will be set up in each village to
ensure that each family reaches
the target.

This was Nyerere’s Tanzania.

These tendencies have continued
since the mid 1970's. In 1977
Nyerere published ‘The Arusha
Declaration 10 Years Later’, which
admitted the country's difficulties

and railed against workers’
indiscipline and ”slackness”. The
bureaucratic bourgeoisie has
further consolidated itself, and
the regime become even more
authoritarian, with liberal use of
Preventive Detention. In 1978
workplace Disciplinary Committees
were set up, and new Labour Laws
instituted which deemed "excessive
political activity harmful to
industry“: 820 thousand working
days were lost in 1976 through
processions, public meetings etc.
Meanwhile a disastrous harvest in
1979 and the invasion of Uganda
have hastened economic chaos:
shortages and black marketeering (
nagendo‘ ) are now rampant.
Tanzania, despite its
‘Self-Reliance‘ policy, is the
biggest recipient of World Bank aid
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in Africa.

ANGOLA

The nationalist movement that
took power in Angola, the MPLA, was
based in the capital, Luanda, and
drew its support from the working
class there. The workers engaged
in a large scale strike movement in
1974 when Caetano was overthrown in
Portugal by the Armed Forces
Movement. The workers’ movement,
known as poder pover (popular
power), involved the formaton of
workers’ committees to defend the
workers against die-hard settlers;
factory and neighbourhood
committees seized control of the
property and enterprises of the
fleeing whites and managed them.
The MPLA influenced this movement,
but in,1974 it was largely outside
its control, and the first task was
to bring the workers’ movement into
line.

In 1974 the new Transitional
Government issued a Militarisation
Law which empowered government to
mobilise workers under military
discipline - this was used to
suppress strikes of dockers and
other workers. Nevertheless
poder pover survived. It was
principally the mass movement that
drove from Luanda the rival
nationalist movement, the South
African-backed FNLA, in the course
of the civil war that followed
independence from Portugal. The
MPLA was dependent on the popular
power movement for its survival:
from August 1975 the MPLA began to
assert its control by incorporating
the workers’ committees into the
Party structures. Then came the
usual staples of state socialist
rhetoric: the workers "do not
respect athority”, they should join
the "battle for production”,
strikes should be handled ”through
the proper organs". The workers‘
movement was successfully
incorporated largely because the
MPLA came to be seen as the
defender of the Revolution,
particulary after the invasion of
the country by South Africa: the
choice confronting workers was
between the MPLA and a bullet from
the FNLA or white South African
troops. Nevertheless, with the MPLA
firmly in power in 1977, another
wave of strikes took place as
economic conditions worsened; on
this occasion a simultaneous coup
attempt by a faction of the Party
provided the regime with the excuse
for general repression.

Since independence vast sections
of the military and administrative
structure and the social services
have been built up by the Russians
and staffed by Cubans. Until 1979
the MPIJA even had their own secret
police, DISA, which replaced the
hated Portugese PIDE. At the same
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time Angola is still firmly
entrenched in Western capitalism
with the multinational, Gulf Oil,
extracting oil from the north of
the country. This review of
‘socialist’ Angola will conclude
with an example of one of the
regime's latest schemes. To deal
with hundreds of thousands of
refugees returning from the bush
after the defeat of UNITA (the
third nationalist outfit) by the
MPLA, it is proposed to build a new
town of ten thousand people who
will work on a state farm and
quarry complex: labour will be
recruited on a "voluntary basis“.
Individual peasant production is to
be phased out. To quote Commissar
Petrov (sic) in charge of the area:

The aim is to turn peasants into
proletarians, to show the old
UNITA supporters that the
government can give them good
homes, jobs and security. The
r egr essados (returning refugees)
form an available and ready
landless workforce; we hope that
other people seeing the success
of the project will be inclined
to move into it. (West Africa
11.8.1980)
It’s depressingly familiar.

MOZAMBIQUE

Mozambique is now eclipsing
Tanzania in the ‘socialist utopia’
stakes. During the Liberation War
the nationalist movement, Frelimo,
gained control of a large part of
the north of the country from the
Portugese. Organs of popular power,
which were dominated by Frelimo,
made considerable progress in
raising agricultural production,
improving health conditions with
rural barefoot doctors, and
eliminating illiteracy. Women
played a significant part in‘ this.

When, in 1974, the country was
handed over to Frelimo by the new
Portugese government, the white
settlers tried a putsch in the
capital, Lourenco Marques, later
named Maputo. Workers formed
commissions to defend themselves.
These were organised on the
instigation of Frelimo but once the
threat was gone Frelimo, with the
Portugese, took steps to control
the workers’ organisations. There
were the usual tirades against
workers‘ indiscipline in 1975.

In 1976, in a speech at Maputo
Central Hospital, Machel asserted
that workers should run the
hospital through their committees,
all the Portugese skilled staff
having left. This workers‘
management, he said, was to be a
model for the rest of the country.
From the start popular power in
Mozambique was penetrated by the
Party. It was based on popular
assemblies at the workplace or the
neighbourhood, with elected
delegates. These were to be

Q

policy. There were to be
"dynamising groups” of cadres who
would "activate the masses“.
Health workers were to be elected
by each village although literacy,
spoken Portugese and ”political
experience" were requirements.
Peasants were to come together in
communal villages.

These were some of the features
of the new -regime that have
attracted sympathetic attention.
What is less well known is Machel’s
model for Mozambique East
Germany! And that the ‘strategic
hamlets’ (caged—in villages)
utilised by the Portugese in the
war are now used as resettlement
camps to control the urban
unemployed.

Mid 1980 saw a ‘turnaround’ by
Machel. In another speech at the
Central Hospital he attacked
‘leftism’ and ‘ultrademocracy‘.
Workers at the hospital were
condemned for challenging
management and taking control.
There was to be a return to rigid
hierarchy and authority: no more
‘comrade’ but ‘Senor Doctor’ from
now on. Workers were to stand up
when their superiors entered, and
there were to be special wards for
people in ‘responsible’ positions

so much for ‘popular power‘.

*IlI=I==l=ll=#*=lI=l=*=I==I==lIII==I=ll=*

Most of the left will continue
to eulogise these anti working
class and anti peasant regimes as
‘socialist’ or ‘progressive’.
However, as they collapse into
barbarism, or when their anti
working class nature becomes
blatant enough for even those with
blinkers, the left will fall back
on their stock explanations for the
failure of ‘socialist’ strategies.

One is to blame neo-colonialism,
dependency, underdevelopment — i.e.
that structures of foriegn
domination prohibit socialist

“transmission 1ines“ of party development. Or they will say that
Ithe vanguard party failed to
mobilise the workers and peasants.
Or that workers have only ‘populist
consciousness’ — the stage before
‘trade union consciousness‘ or
Jrevolutionary consciousness‘. Or
that petty bourgeois elements or
reactionary bureaucrats in the
party or the state obstructed and
defeated the progressives - i.e.
the leaders were not good enough.

i Never is leninist ideology
iitself questioned: the party and
state structures themselves.
Independent working-class or
peasant organisation and activity
outside of these structures is
never conceived of, except as
something to be ‘mobilised’ by a
revolutionary party.

The domination of bourgeois
reactionary elements in the party
and the. state together with

‘continued foreign domination is the
‘explanation of some leftists for
‘the obstruction of socialism in
Tanzania and Mozambique. Similarly
a recent analysis of Angola by a

‘French Trotskyist (Claude Gabriel:
‘Angola, le tournant Africain?‘,
1978) speaks of the independent
activity of the Luanda masses as a
momentous event, but blames its
incorporation into the MPLA on the

weakness of the far left which
-lagged behind the workers‘ movement
and failed to challenge the MPLA as

an alternative leadership for the
working class. One shudders to

‘think what might have happened if
ithe ‘far left’ had been stronger.
; Part of our job as

I

(revolutionaries is to continue to
ruthlessly expose these bogus
‘socialist’ regimes, and to contest
the marxist-leninist ideology and
practice which is moulding so many
of them and the opposition to
them.

But come the revolution, the
?conditions of barbarism described
at the beginning of this article
-will still be left. The raising of
‘living standards, the



revolutionising of the productive
forces, old fashioned economism are
very much on the agenda in these
conditions. Just how are the
problems of refugees, starvation,
mass famine to be solved? People's

livelihoods have been destroyed for
the forseeable future. Can the
productive forces be revolutionised
without exploitation‘? Would_ these
immenseproblems be dealt with in a
self-managed socialist society?

A strong current in Solidarity
clings to the position that
socialist revolution is possible
only in the conditions of advanced
capitalist countries. For a group
that eschews determinism, this
seems remarkably deterministic. It
has been shown here that there are

- 0

'I‘his text from a tendency within
the French (PIC) group, Pour
lritervention Communists, has
relevance to the discussions
taking place in and around
Solidarity (UK!) since the events

Translator ' s note :

of the summer and the publication
of the Supplement 'Sumer in Gdansk‘
with SSH no14. Probably none of us
would agree with everything it says,
but many of the most important points
are at least given an airing; and (.
( in my view ) some sort of balance
struck between the positive and
negative reactions to what has been
and is going on.

_L.W.
1The 1980 struggles in Poland do
not " show us the way " any more
than those of the Longwy/Debain
ésteelworkers in 1979. In fact,
the spectacle of workers brand-
ishing nationalist flags, going
to open-air Mass ( if not to con-
fession and comunion ) under the
portrait of the Vatican pontiff,
accepting'a new bureaucracy in
the form of a strike committee
‘which has transformed itself in-
to an allegedly "free" or "self-
managed" trade union structure
(complete with branch offices

:decorated with the crucifix),
tolerating new leaders like
Walesa or the Liberal-demo-.
.cratic advisers from KAO, and
iabove all confining themselves
to making'reformist demands -
iinside occupied factories - for
;fear of imperilling the national
Aeconom: this cannot be an"ex-
gample to follow" from a revol-
Eutionary perspective of the de-
tstruction of capitalism. So the
finder had to be pointed unhesit-
atingly at the great weakness of
;this movement, and the influence
,or all the ideologies ( national-
’ism, religion, democracy, econom-
“ism ) denounced along with that

classes in Africa (as in Asia,
,Latin America - see N.T. in SfSR
'10 dc 11) which undergo similar
(though not identical) experiences
to workers under advanced
icapitalism, and which engage in
Tsignificant similar struggles -
struggles over who controls their
lives and work, against their
ruling classes.
‘ We must also ponder the tendency
‘of multinational capital to close
7down its operations in the advanced
countries and to re-site them - in
pieces - in the Third World, so
that the proletariat of 'advanced'
‘capitalism is being relocated. The
core and peripheral areas of world
capitalism are constantly shifting.

Finally it is _11_c>t:__ being argued

PACE‘ FIFTEE it

that revolution will necessar-il_y_
come from Third World workers.
Simply that we shouldn't write off
that section of the international
proletariat as a possible source
of world revolutionary upsurge.

Nick V.H.
1. South Africa's situation is
different from the rest of
Africa, and is excluded from this
discussion.
2. as was predicted in "Thirld
Worldism or Socialism"
3. In the mid 70's the World
Bank stated that its programmes
would reach 100 million rural
people, many in Africa in Sudan,
Upper Volta, Kenya, Mali,
Tanzania, Nigeria, Ghana.
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of all the counter-revolun___ Ltionary
forces propagating them in the
movement so as to keep the strug-
pgles at a level of accomodation
and so of conservation of the
system of exploitation.

It would nonetheless be a mistake
to consider these limitations
from a static point of view,
without understanding them to be
part not of a national but a
world wide process in which revo-
luntionary transcendence is still
more than ever possible. There is
no question of waiting, like the
19th century sects Marx criticis-
ed, for a "pure,hard" movement to
appear with positions correspond-
ing to some supposedly communist
programme. We must beware of app-
lying our analyses in such a way
as to reduce or negate the real
import of class struggles, as
for example the Bordiguists of
"Bilan" did with reference to the
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w_£é_\L(Z]_.l1I1‘|5_i0I].B.I'y' events in Spain Q
between July 1956 and May 1957....
To adopt the attitude of a magis-
trate pronouncing sentence from
a position of complete detachment
from living reality leads to a
way of seeing theings purely as
a spectacle and, to say the least,
to a constricted view of social
contradictions .

We need on the contrary to try to
be aware of the global implic-
ations of a situation, and con-
sequently to contribute to an in-
tegrated theoretical approach wh-
ich takes care not to lose sight
of what is essential, to wit the
internal Qggic of a mass strikel
Did the PIC in the heat of the
moment ( its editorial is dated
4 Sept. ) grasp the whole sig-
nigicance of the movement in
Poland? On the whole we think so
but at the same time we consider

OONTINUED ON PAGE I6
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its analysis inadequate in some
respects, in particular: 1) on
the question of the movement's
potential for transcendence in
view of the real limits within
which it has developed up to the
present; 2) with reference to the
context of general crisis of
capitalism, and in the first place
of all the state—capitalsist coun-
tries of the eastern bloc, which
is right at the root of the out-
break of workers‘ struggles and
which, as it deepens permanently,
can only reinforce at the same
time the whole system's difficul-
ties, and social discontent. That
is why this text expresses a Ten-
dency position, trying to refine
our comprehension of what has -
happened and is happening in
Poland. Far from being content
to make statements of principle,
we will try to distinguish the
elements that allow us reason-r
ably to envisage a transcendence
not far away. We must be careful
not to see only rotten trees hid-'
ing the wood! So... let's remem-
ber that in 1905, the revolution-
ary movefiht in Russia which was
to lead to the rise of the Soviets,
began with demonstrations led by
Father Gapon ( who was a police
agent to boot ) to carry a human-
itarian petition to the tsar....
In a recent letter to us, the i
oomades of the Lyons review
("The International") say quite
correctly: " The Polish summer
is not a victory for the workers‘
movement. The positive, revoluti-
onary thing is the existence of
this movement and not its current
programme, is its dynamic of poss-
ible subversion and not its pre-

months of successive and often sim- outl" Even if the Gdansk MKS,
ultaneous strikes (July-Sept.) in
the motor industry, transport, steel

. .._______. 4;-.1-._lQ.AJ.

especially its presidium around
Walesa, constituted a new burea-

shipyards, mines, etc,. were enough ~ucracy vis-a-vis the masses
"return to order" be-
extra difficulties en-

to require a
cause of the
tailed for a
on the brink
trol was not

of catastophe. If cons.
reasserted ( with the

intervention of Russian imperialist
and Warsaw Pact tanks), this is be-
cause it simply could not be done
without seriously jeopardising the
survival of the Polish state—capit-
alist class and of the exploiters in
the other eastern bloc states, like-
wise threatened by crisis and social
discontent ( strikes7w€EE7reported
in the USSR and Romania ). Anyway,
from a proletarian viewpoint, to
seek imediate military confront-
ation is not in all cases a criter-

( culminating in the formation of
the "free" unions the day after the

national economy alreadyAccords;), the latter managed to
exert significant control over
the evolution of their movement.
Thus there were not only strike
pickets ( often armed with sticks)
to ward off the provocations of the
state militia, but also loudspeakers
enabling all the workers to follow
directly their delegates‘ negotiat-
ions with the government ( note too
that one of the essential conditions -

for opening negotiations was that
telephone comunications with the
rest of Poland should be restored.
Through this insistence on breaking
down isolation and so posing their

ion of greater radicalism or of beingproblems at the general level, the
revolutionary: it may lead to a

,, ‘massacre pure and simple, comprom-
sent reformist limitation (their
emphasis). Indeed, what is inter-
esting is to reveal behind the
appearances the forces already
moving in the direction of a

isisng the future of the movement,
including the customary " cult of
martyrs ". To put off confrontat-
ion is eventually to expose oneself
to recuperation by capital, but

future transcendence and which we- jsometimes ( depending on the maturin
re not solely clandestine or left in of consciousness ) it is to aim at
the shade simply because they did notqbeing better prepared, on the basis
fit in with the themes that the
western media wanted to air ( demo-
cracy, dissidence, free unions role
of the catholic church,.......)

(a) The extension of the strikes to
all sectors and into all the regions
of the country, which had not occ-
urred before, established a conjunc-
tion of forces favourable to the
working-class. That explains why the
State-Party did not use its means of

of a consolidation of the establish-
'ed combination of forces, to embark
later - with a better chance - on
the inevitable trial of strenght.
This extension of the strikes from
Dec '70 to summer '80 is not a
chance phenomen, its origin_lies in
the deepening of the world crisis of
‘capital, the determining nature of
which for the generalisation of the
struggles of the proletariat some

repression: it would have been taking people persist in mnlmlsmg'
too many risks, unlike 1970 when the (b) The generalised use of the mass
Baltic strikers were isolated from. ‘meeting ( ' ), with the set-Assemblies
'theworkers as a whole. As for the ting up in each enterprise and then
‘claim that it didn't resort to guns on an inter-factory level, showed
because the workers were less radical once again the working class's
and it could withdraw and wait for
the return to work - this is to for-

.capacity spontaneously to develop
its own self-org§nisation.Thanks

get how long the mass movement lastedito the experience gained in its
Certainly the party HQ was not attackeprevious struggles ( 1970,‘76),
ed and then set on fire to the sing-
ing of the International, the shops
were not even looted, but the three

the proletariat'was able to make
its determination felt: " We only
trust ourselves ", " We will hold

Gdansk strikers showed.a degree of
consciouness which was not neglig- -
iblel). But the proletariat's det-
ermination was also demonstrated by
their total indifference to what the
Party lPOUPl was saying and doing.
Threats, attempts at recuperation,

sohanges of minister (PM Babiuch
getting the push), and then Gierek‘s
‘heart attack‘ and replacement with
Brezhnev‘s blessing, none of this
induced the workers to deviate from
their class posifions or from their
objectives, even if limited. They
remained impervious to all the
politico-ideological speeches and
manoevres. This loss of illusions
about everything coming from the
party ( unlike 1970, when in spite
of seating fire to party HQ, the
workers still believed in the man
of providence who would solve the
problems: Gierek, the bureaucrat
with calloused hands, ex-Silesian
miner ) goes on being confirmed by
events: the new secretary, Kania, is
very careful not to make promises,
and confines himself to making the
rounds locally in certain factories,
where he still gets heckeledl The
crisis in the Party, within which
dvisions are sharpening around the
various gangs-who are trying to
settle their racketeers‘ accounts,



is also a consequence of economic
and social convulsions and goes to
exacerbate the system's difficulties
on the political level.
(c) The imediate material needs of
the proletariat I in the first place
not to die of hunger! Let's remember
that as long ago as June'56 the
slogan of the Poznan rioters was
‘We want bread!‘ ) are less and less
easy if not to satisfy, at least to
‘calm down‘ with a few crumbs, in the
present state of crisis in Poland,
and everywhere else. This is what
needs to be understood across the
barrier of the strictly reformist
formulation of those needs. They
determine, then, a mobilisation of
and ppessure from the workers,in-
creasingly constant and intolerable
in_the short term for the state
capitalist regime, its party-
and the ‘free‘ unions themselves!
This may easily be judged from the
sequence of events from the end of
September through October. In order
to check the dynamic of offensive
struggle of the workers as a whole
in the face of the non-application
of the Gdansk Accords ( first and
foremost, the fact that wage in-
creases have not come into effect,
but also because the authorities
are trying to recuperate the move-
ment by presenting it as a ‘renov-
ation‘ of the old unions - this is
what is going on behind the delay in
official registration of the statutes
of the Solidarity unions ), the new
bureaucrats, headed by Walesa, do

in the west They let off a little
steam by organising 1 hour stoppages,

like their ‘democratic‘ counterparts
' . . 1

peaceful mass meetings ( like the one,

by brandishing the threat of a genera
strike - of 24 hours! Above all they
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that other forces - more clandes-
tine or more minority-orientated
in their level of expression -
will undoubtedly have been working
at transcéhing the present limits
of the movement. we must wait unt
we have, directly and not through
the biased media, more,concrete
information ( writings, leaflets ) ustralia
about the strikes of the summer,
before we Proceed to a more tho_ i-uicide for Socialism: Jonestown,
rough analysis. But we can judge ‘Y M-3rint°n-
here and now that ‘ groups of 1 25p each inc. postage. A150,
workers ‘ were certainly not con-
tent to swallow all the religious, ‘As We Don't See It‘ revised and
nationalist, democratic and trade- 'ePrin$°d'V°r$i°n °f °"r ba51°
union concotions....... "11t1°a1 5t5t°l9nt- 30P °fl°h 199'

fl‘ta8Q.

-( A Be<'><>1'1<_1 Part "11? 1_"°1}°" in J-'-'-‘- Fresh Look At Lenin. Solidarity
55,analysing-the crisis in Poland. (London) pgmphlfit. just Out.
and more generally........) 75p inc: p°Btage_

T°ndan°é,Eve3hard*-=-nd Your order to either
Jeune Taupe No.54 Nov- Dec 1980. lv=!° @'t°T °T L°nd°n
Translated at (slig-ht1y)edited. ,L.w.

Sumner in Gdansk: the Polish
strikes and occupations of I980.

Ron.Rothbart, a critical study
the economic theories of Marx,

ttick, Garden and others.
tony of e Strike: Chrysler
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ononic Law and Class Struggle:

f

ow ll - ar Comrades
LIDARITY PAMPHLET N°-55 I am a visitor to Britain from

ziicsosiovaxm 1968. What ‘socialism’? What anFranciso area, where I have
umanface? bY P» C°mY- eenactive in various libertar-
technocratic mutation withlnthe bureaucracy? O ian communist gToups.fOr most of
e distorted fulfilment of Machajski‘s prophecy that the last decade‘ Durlng the early
arxism' was never to be the reflection of working ‘T099 when the Present H I'e5t1'u-9"

lass interests but the ideological vehicle for the " Of WOI‘ld. capital W38 in-
ccession to power of a new set of rulers whose i-tia-bed -throng-1 -the first 0j_]_ __

‘capital’ was education, whose religion wasscience risis, there were about a dozen
nd who spoke the ‘neutral’ lan a e of efficien , .8'" E ¢Y
aticmalitv and managerial expertise '? tlny grtgups _ of Ev (our) general

Masion in the U.S, many of

other for fear of ideolog-
contagion, and which had

odd obscure and ill-designed
1 hlet. In the last two years,

-after Mass- in Gracow Stadium ), andfl le practice beyond publishing

lare afraid of beipg outflanked. Scar-
cely a month after the end of the
summer strike movement, those creat-
ures can be said to be already‘ex-
posed‘, and illusion in them is no
longer complete. Moreover they had
already begun to be called into
question at the height of the strug-T
gles (end August) when Walesa, at the
government's request, launched an
appeal against extending the strikes.
In fact, a considerable number of sr
strike comitteee-members opposed and
denounced that appeal. In the face of
the near-impossibility of reformism
in the oresent situation of general
crisis, these ‘free’ unions can ful-
fil no real.function
of reconciliation like those of the
19th century or of periods of recon-
struction in the West in the 20th;
they will have at most a role of
adding to ideological mystification.
Their utterances, ‘different‘ though
they may be will lack power to resist
the dynamic of the proletariat‘s need
s/experience which, given its global
character, will sooner or later make
it stop respecting the national econ-
omy. So they cannot even represent a
temporary life-raft for the state-
capitalist systems.

1 ver, there has been a wel-
l reversal The debates con-

e informally ( perhaps less
they should‘) but former

ers of various grouplets —
Red -eye editorial collect-

A World to Win, Point-
,and other less affiliated

I18 of both "anarchist" and
xist" tendencies have been
to cooperate in a variety

ndeavours. These include
ained interventions into
anti-nuclear and anti-draft
.ments, a street theater
pe,etc. while an early _
empt to write a "Minimum Basis

sociation" proved a near -
ister and is now a running!
in the group, we share a
iderable common ground in
ry and practice. ( "Practice"

2 means not only our outward-
.cted activity, but also a
. if often turbulent com-
:y of mutual aid, drinking,
‘ g quarelling and making
a. ) Elsewhere in North
rica, Toronto's Red Menance
Boston's Root and Branch__

2 been pursuing an intell-

lh would not even speak to

I

;i .

‘ _

l
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I
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lt, undogmatic dialogue on
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the relationship between an-
archist" and "marxist" ideas.

In general the libertarian
communist milieu our side of
the Atlantic is showing some
signs of growing up, a fact
in which I can't help but
feel a certain cautious
satisfaction. All the more
depressing and annoying, then
to come upon "Editorial 1" in
your May-July issue. I was partic-
ularly disheartened by the cartoon
which showed "Marxism" and "Thatch-?
erism" as two identical dinosaurs
battling it out in the slime-pit.
This is a crude slander worthy of y
the likes of Conor Cruise Missile
O'Brien or Filchbag-Peeper.

In the first place, as the editors
know perfectly well, there is_nQ
such thing as "Marxism". Even if
we accept (Iwhich I don't ) Castor-
iadis' position that gll'of Marx's
theory is so irredeemably poisoned
by positivism and scientism that
there is nothing useful to be lear-
ned from it, this is a sleazy way
to treat comrades with the same
social goals and organisational
principles as your own who derive
some of their ideas from Marx or
who (gaspi) even dare to call the-
mselves "marxists."

In the second place, just as there
is no one "Marxism", there is no
one"crisis theory" either. The
Editorial attempts to lump toget-
her (unnamed) adherents of a
"pure" falling-rate—of-profit
model with (also unnamed) advocat-
es of a "class-strdgle" view of
crisis, then dismisses both of them
in a few curt sentences. If I were
an upholder of the "saturated-
markets" or Luxemburg theory, I
should feel rather slighted at
being left out.

Actually you will have trouble find-
ing a "marxist" these days who
defends a"theory of automatic
economic crisis". Even Paul
Mattick Sr., who is one of the most
hard-line exponents of classical
falling-rate-of-profit theory,
never asserts that the crisis is
"automatic". He merely says that
as time goes on, the system's in-
creasing capital-intensiveness
combined with its ever—growing'
need for unproductive expenditure
makes it extremely vulnerable to
crisis -- much as an old man with
hardened arteries and brittle bones,
however vigorous his mind and limber
his muscles, is extremely vulnerable
to thrombosis and compound fractures.
Nor are this theory and the class-
struggle model mutually exclusive,
as Ron Rothbart does an excellent
job of showing in " Economic Law
and Class Struggle" ( Red—eye 1)
which I was gla d to see reprinted

in a recent issue of Solidarity.

I would go even further and say
that the Editorial's ideas about
"difficulties in restructuring
industrial production and
technology" are not incompatib-
le with such a synthesis either
properly worked out. The prob-
lem is not that one theory is
"abstract" and the other not--
"production" and "technology"
are just as much abstractions
as "organic composition" or
"surplus value"-- but that lev-
els of abstraction are being
confused, muddled together,
in the debate. ( This is one
of the main points of Ron's
article.)

The"difficulties " you refer
to have been a feature of
every capitalist crisis since
the industrial revolution,
and even a cursory reading
of Marx will show how much
he was aware of this. If
technology looms larger in
our thinking than it did
for revolutionaries of six-
ty years ago, it's for sev-
eral reasons. These include
the sheer power of the new
technologies, their complex
mix of destructive/authorit-
arian and creative/literatory
potentials, as well as how
essential technological
developments of a radical kind
have become to capitalist
productivity.

From the standpoint of the
system as a whole the "diff-
iculty" is this. How will
it shift on a world scale
away from excessive dep-
endence on increasingly
costly (because hard-to-
get) fossil fuels and heavy
metals and on bloody-mind-
 -_ _

e» in-us ria wor ers, o a
new technological base in
irenewable or inexhaustible
raw materials and an indus-
try so automated that its
most strategic sectors can
be run by a handful of tech-
nicians? On the one hand, if
it does.ggt_accomplish this
shift it willacontinue to
suffer a moretand more serious
crisis of profitability and even-
’tually a vast slump. On the other
the obstacles are numerous. They
include:
(i) the cost of the new technol-
ogies themselves, though these
costs are diminishing;
(ii) the demands of displaced
workers for new jobs or finan-
cial compensation, and the general
social dislocation involved (cf.
Denain/longwy, South Korea)
(iii) the enormous amounts of sunk
capital ( in obsolescent plant,
equipment, raw material stocks etc)
which stand to be summarily dep-
reciated by the shift, or are being
depreciated already;
(iv) the amount of new capital
required to cover (i)(ii) and (iii)
simultaneously.
At present this amount isstill
prohibitive, especially since the
rapidly rising cost of key raw
materials like oil is cutting deep-
ly into profits in many of the most
heavily-capitalised industries.

One result is a withdrawal of cap-
ital from productive investment
and its deployment instead in what
the Left press likes to call " an
orgy of speculation". Another resul
is a vast and ever-more-fragile
"network of credit which must consta
ntly be extended further to cover
the shortage of "hard" investment
funds. A third result is a desp-
erate scrabble for such funds whe-
erever they can be come by. The
state assists in this scrabble by
cutting the "social wage" to releas=
revenue that would otherwise be
funneled through it into public
"services and benefits. It also does
its best to prop up the capital -
intensive sectors via subsidies and
military spending ( including
"civilian" nukes.) until their old
iplant can be run into the ground
and squeezed dry of profit.'

Actually, most of the world capital
ist class does not see things this
way being divided into innumerable
factions and interests along both
sectoral and national lines. Some
still imagine that the old indust-
rial base could be expanded in-
definitely, with a few minor
modifications, if only they
could cut taxes, and real wages
enough. Others dream of a "no
growth" capitalism, a contra-
diction in terms. Still others
simply defend their own paroch-
ial interest in an obsolete
isector or firm. Moreover, no-one
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has proved that the shift is in
fact possible without a "short
sharp shock" of devaluation on
a scale that would make even
Uncle Mfilty wince. Such a de-
valuation may occur willy-nilly
if the petrodollar circuit is
broken in too many places at
once, i.e. if (say) Brazil,
Poland and Zaire default simul-
taneousiy on their outstanding
loans. The resulting depression
would take more than a New Deal
to get us out of. Imagine the
entire world reduced to the
economic condition of Germany
in 1931.

All this leads to a very
volatile(in the most literal
sense) world situation. Already
the enormous strains imposed by
the crisis on the NATO and
COMECON alliances, not to men-
tion within every nation, are
provoking a revival of the Cold
War, nationalist and regionalist
movements of all sorts, stepped-
up "hard-cop" repression, and
in some places a ferocious class
struggle.

The question is not so muzh
whether general slump or general
war are the "necessary"closure
to the present cycle of accumu-
lation, from some abstract stand-
point. It is rather whether the
system will succeed in restruc-
turing itself without
accidentally triggering slump,
war or both.Imagine somebody tip-
toeing-across a totally dark room
littered with set rat-traps. Now
and again he springs one, and it's
all he can do not to jump or fall
into other rat-traps, which,
.sprung, would spring still more.

rat-traps is constantly increas-
;ing, so that in places they are ,
-piled three or four deep, and you
‘will see what I mean.

?The -system gy succeed in making
Fthe transition to the new cycle
'without disaster. However: the
:U.S. business press is already
-worried about the steepness and
‘depth of the current recession,
iwhich they fear may get'out of
control; Ronald Regan the new
President may move closer to a
face-to-face confrontation with
COMECON forces in Africa, the
Middle East or elsewhere; Regan's
election may combine with the
workers‘ revolt in Eastern Eur-

Tlmagine further that the number of

ope o g ve —
a definitive edge; computer mal-
functions in the U.S. early
warning system have caused three
nuclear "Red Alerts" in the last
six months; the total mass of
world debt....need I go on?

til" _, "°..'f_.,1n the face of all this, your
‘K attitude seems to me one of cur-

ious smug "pessimism" which is
actually optimism-in disguise.
I say this because I'd far rather
try to make a revolution under
the relatively comfortable con-
ditions you envisage than under
those I actually expect. I hate
being driven back to the defence
of the most minimal oivil rights
and conditions of survival. You
conclude that the most'"rational"
capitalist programme will even-
tually win out ( though I'm by
no means convinced that this pro-
gramme is in fact possible,)thus
disposing of the "crisis". You
don't offer a great deal of ev-
idence for this, whereas I can
point to a great deal for the'
opposite case. Your insistence
that further bureaucratic ratio-
nalisation of the economy is in-
evitable seems to me a good deal
more "mechanistic" than the views
of most libertarian marxists-
especially given the glaring
failure of this type of adminis-
tration in the so-called
"socialist" countries.

So where does this IBEVBGJS in
practical terms? As this letter
is already far too long, I'll
skip a discussion of the rel-
ationship between "private" and
"social" wage, or of the relative
merits of fighting to keep your
job or being paid off handsomly.
(These are, incidentally, quest-
ions we think about a lot at
home.) In general, I think our
job is not to put forward dem-
ands, however "radical", on be-
half of other people. Instead we
should try to nudge any promis- I
ing struggles beyond "demands"
altogether into a generalised
revolt against existing condi-
tions. When this is not possible
and it's merely a question of
defending some aspect of our
physical and mental existence,
we should try to combine imag-
initive but realistic tact-
ical intelligence with an in-
sistence on non-hierarchical
direct-democractic forms of
organisation. This further imp-
lies fighting for the maximum
possible autonom of the move-
ment from parties, unionsetc.

I imagine the above is pretty
close to your own views. Which
is exactly pg point. Whatever
you or I be 've about the
nature of the crisis, we are
all being forced into action
along'with - to some extent
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class.. Our action will be
(shaped both by the situation
we faceaand by our comit-
ment to libertarian revol-
utionary politics. In due
course, this will make much
of the debate about "crisis
theory" academic. As it is,-
iits only interest is what
it can tell us about the
yconditions we are likely to
*face in the mediumeand long
term future. Don't get me
wrong,I'm all for debate,
;But the debate has to be
dogma-free,straightforward,
precise,where possible
amiable, and in all cases
fraternal. I refuse to go
back torall the old sectar-
ian shit - the sneering,
the namecalling, the out-
right lies. It's taken us
eight years, on the West
Coast, to climb out of
that swamp. we are learning
painfully, to direct our
negative energies more at
the society we hate than at
each other. In the process, our
creativity and imagination are
stimulated and our practical
effectiveness increased. L
Solidaripy whatever my disagree-
ments with it, has always seemed
to me to operate in the same
spirit. For all our sakes, please
don't march back into the muck!

Communist greetings,
Louis Michaelson.
?.S. Needless to say, this letter
represents no-one's views but my
OWI1 o
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CONSENSUS?
Dear Comrades,
These comments are in criticism
of the views of the people who
wrote ‘Left Consensus? No Thanks‘
(Solidarity Nola). I realise the
views of Solidarity supporters
vary.
The article criticises the book
‘Beyond the Fragments‘ and the
workshops at th conference we
held in Leeds for a bias toward
the re-organisation of the Left
rather than a ‘fundamental _
political rethink‘. This is a
fair consent on the emphasis in
the book. We realised from writ-
ing it that we'd opened up much
wider questions than organisation.
It is not true however of the
conference. In fact we quite
consciously tried to maintain a
balance between these two.
None-the-less I think there is a
very real political difference
between the approach of the writ-
ers of ‘Left Consensus‘ and the
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people who organised the confer-
ence about pg! political rethinks
come about. It is one thing for
small groups of people to sit
down and after some discussion
come up with criticism of exist-
ing socialist activity and ideas.
This is obviously a useful thing
to do. It was infect how Lynne,
Hilary and myself came to write
‘Beyond the Fragments‘. But
eleven years of being in the
womend movement means I would
never mistake particular initia-
tives like this for the much more
complex shifting growth of ideas
within a movement.'

agree There are different polit-
ical strands in feminism like any
other movement I am not invoking
feminism as a moral absolute but
describing an historical experi-
ence which has shaped how we
approach politics. ‘left Con-
sensus‘ gives no signs of any un-
derstanding of a position which
ii not simply stating the correct
l ne. y

It became clear there was a really

society. People affected by the
impact of these changes are be-
ginning to ask why and insist
on finding some answers for
themselves. I should have thought
the politics of ‘Solidarity‘,
given your origins,would have
been sympathetic to this process.
The second fundamental difference
appears to be with the past. The
past can hold you in a fixed stare
not only the old past but the re-
cent peat can become a ritual in-
cantation. ‘The lessons of France
in I968 have been forgotten...‘
The lessons were learned differ-
ently for events are open to many
interpretations. One element of
the May events was th ferocious
contempt for all institutional
forms of earlier struggles. In
I970 many people learned it was
not so simple. The process you
call with such facility ‘accommo-
dation‘ is in fact th growth of
a much more sophisticated under-
standing of the need to change
many aspects of the labour move-
ment, while having respect for
the strengths and struggles of
people who came before and realis-
ing that we too need to learn from
them, just as we must make some-
thing which will mean a new gen-
éeration need not learn everything
.anew. .

It is true we have to break with
forms sometimes. It is also true
that historical continuity is
vital. For the socialist movement
is not just a contest of correct
ideas, it is made up of living
people now and in the past and
thy carry culture and values. It
is right to show how these can
become distorted and overwhelmed
in capitalism. But it is wrong to
simply express arrogant contempt
because they have been contained
and defeated. New understandings
do not pop out of peoples heads.

deep desire among scattered groups _The language, the idiom of what
of people, industrial workers, is taken for granted must come
community activists, Young Liberals from existing circumstances and
ecological groups etc - the list
is enless - to talk to one anoths
er about the actual problems of
day-to-day organising and the kind
of society we want to come from
our efforts. We also found that
there were people from within left
groups who were also seeking to
communicate with other people and
were not put off by the attacks
which the trotskyist groups print-
ed in their papers.
I do not know what organisational
forms this feeling will take, but
I do know that once such a desire
becomes self-conscious, finds
some air and space, it moves and
it develops. For although it is
fragile and fragmented it is
com.ing from a real source.
Socialist theory has failed to be
born again from within the chang-
ing relationships of capitalist

ou past inheritance. The very
process in which a movement takes
shape is one in which future
possibil ity begins to overcome
the pesent. In its shaping people
reach out to a nw version of the
past to contest the present.
It is just a dead-end of self-
satisfied sectarianism to call
people you disagree with ‘dogs-
bodies from the cess-pits of
opportunisn‘ and slaver over ‘a
putrified and decomposing labour
movement‘. You attack leftists
for outmoded jargon and use it
yourself. You invoke an abstract
working class and sneer at people
in particular tenants groups or
trade unions. You are contempt-uous
of feminists and caricatue men
who try to take feminism seriously
As for the simplistic confidence
that all state and community

workers are soft cops, ‘In and
Against the State‘ criticises
this one sided view better than I
can here.
Don't you think in your concern
to expose everyone else that you
perpetuate elitism and vanguard-
ism? I don't mean that you should
not hold your views passionately
but that they might be more con-
vincing if you expressed yourselv-
es with less sanctimonious
rhetoric and recognised that we
all learn by listening.

The people who wrote about the
Solidarity meeting on Poland say,
‘...participation in any sort of
united front or concerted action
with other tendencies requires
extra care in clarifying not slu-
ring our particular views. Other-
wise the dominant ideology prevail
s by default and we find ou-
selves being used for ends we do
not support and ultimately play-
ing false to those we do.
Isn't this a very real political
problem which keeps on.dogging
networks and organisations of
anarchists and libertarian social-
ists? I think in the womens move-
ment we have found some ways of
partially struggling through this
dilemma in practice, though not
without much pain and many peri-
lous encounters. In the rest of
the left it is still an enormous
problem. Simply doing nothing
with anyone else just avoids the
problem. This over simple polar-
isation was one of the dead ends
we were trying to work ou way
through and beyond when we began
writing ‘Beyond the Fragments‘.
We are still trying!
Sheila Howbothan.
Comment:
We have unfortunately had to
heavily edit Sheilie very long
letter but we hope we have pre-
served her main arguments.
I think Sheila makes some valid
criticism of the political style
and approach of ‘Left Consensus‘,
but it is clear that our disagree-
ment with both the authors of the
book and the conference organisms
go much deeper. Unlike them we do
not regard the dominant groups and
ideas on the Left as having any-
thing in common with ourselves.
The state capitalist left may
well be fragIented,we have no de-
sire to units it.This doesn't
prevent us from recognising and
valuing the contributions to our
understanding of particular issms
and events which individual left
wingers might make, but it does
prevent us from promoting altern-
ative bands of capitalist ideol-
ogy,

Mike Ballard
Solidarity(Manchester)



Dear Solidarity for social
revolution,

Oxford Solidarity, in their
editorial in Solidarity no.l4,
are right to attack the revived
anti-nuclear war movement for
believing that its'possible
to ‘persuade’ governments to
disarm through the traditional
methods of demos, working
through the Labour Party, etc..
But there‘s'more people invol-
ved in the movement than Party
hacks and dogmatic pacifists.
In and around CND there is
already some interest in direct
action against the warfare
state. Where it seems likely
to be productive we could be
involved and encouraging such
actions.

The Oxford editorial group
also condemned what they called
‘the anarchist/liberal alter-
native‘ to the cunt reformist
politics, arguing that ‘annual
ritual confrontations‘ at nuc-
lear bases and sites in the
country are a discredited
strategy and that instead dir-
ect action should be taken in
urban areas. Yes, we musty
act in the cities and yes,
we must avoid direct action
degenerating into a ritual
which offers no real threat
to the functioning of the n_
nukiller state.

at its daft to argue that
actions in rural areas are
always useless and _
reformist and that only actions
in urban areas are effective
and revolutionary. The edit-
orial completely ignores the
many massive occupations and
actions, some of them very
successful, at rural nuclear
sites in Europe. In 1976 at
Whyl, West Germany, 28,000
people occup ied a proposed
nuclear reactor site, drove

off the police who came to
evict them, maintained the
occupation for months, and
stopped the government building
the reactor. The_Malville,
France, attempted occupation,
the actual occupation at
Gorleben in W. Germany, and
the mass attacks on the vans
housing the phoney nuclear
‘public enquiry‘ in Plogoff
in Brittany are other examples.

I don't want to argue the rev-
arse of the editorial's posit-
ion, I don't believe that we
should concentrate exclusively
on nuclear sites and military
bases. We should act against
the sites §nd_against targets
in the cities. It all depends
on the particular situation.
If there's a lot of active
local opposition to a nuclear
site,action against it is much
more likely to be effective
than if almost all those inv-
olved have to be transported
from miles away. Then again,
it would normally be easier
for the police to defend a
building in a city than for
them to protect a huge.site
like Torness. -

Its true that reformist ‘lead-
ers' in the anti-nuclear move-
ment have tried to turn site
occupations into rituals A
involving only symbolic protest
This need not be the case.
The Whyl occupation was not a
ritual, it stopped the reactor
being built. Smaller-scale
occupations such as those at
Torness at present, should not
be seen as ends in themselves,
but as steps towards creating
the strength for a permanent
occupation, or at least for
such frequent occupations that
work is seriously disrupted.

An argument in favour of phy-
sically trying to stop the
construction of, or close
down military bases and nucl-
ear sites is that this action
is in fact more direct and
less symbolic than, say,
occupyingqElectricity Board
offices in a city and demanding
that the government stop build-
ing Torness.

Oxford Solidarity are of
course right to say that
direct action is ineffective
if it only consists of set-
piece confrontations once a
year,and the rest of the time
business as usual. But why
the hell do they arrogantly
assume that those involved
in site occupations spend the
rest of our time ‘patting
ourselves on the back‘?
Since last Mayb attempted ~
occupation at Torness there
has been a considerable amount
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of activity in resistance to
the trials of those arrested.
This has included, at the time
of the five trials on November
20th, a sit-in at the South
of Scotland Electricity Board
showrooms in Dunbar and the
‘super—glueing‘ of the locks '
of SSEB premises in the
Glasgow area.

There's many forms of direct
action we can take, in urban
andfrural areas, all year
round. Government bunkers, .
recruitment offices, Electr-
icity Board showrooms, nuclear
reactor sites, military bases,
civil defence premises, nucl-
ear waste transport, electric-
ity power lines, machinery
used for uranium mining and
nuclear waste dumping surveys,
the offices and sites of nuc-
lear power and military cont-
ractors — all are potential
targets. We should encourage
workers to refuse to transport
nuclear material, to refuse
to supply or build military
bases, nuclear reactors, etc..
There's growing possibilities
for significant direct action
against nuclear waste dumping
surveys.‘ In Wales members
of the Madryn group have surr-

ounded geologists doing such
surveys, detained them for up
to nine hours, confiscated
their documents, and so on.

In our involvement we should
encourage the attitude that
these actions are part of the
struggle to totally transform
society, to reach the situation
where people collectively act
to seize control of all of
societys resources.

Discussing the issues raised
by the editorial in Solidarity
no. 14 could be valuable.
But only if it leads to us
doing something. Revolution-
ary rhetoric yelled from the
sidelines is useless, we need
to develop a revolutionary
_politics that inyolves a
coherent strategy and practice
of direct action.

M.V. (Solidarity, Aberdeen)
The trials of those arrested
in the Torness anti-nuclear
action last May continue at
Haddington, E.Lothian. On
Nov. 20th and Jan. 9th 6 people
were fined a total of £525 for
Dunbar. Planning is underway
for an anti-nuclear week of
action from May 9 — 17th.
Among the many activities -
planned are actions against
nuclear targets in cities and
an occupation of the Torness
site on May 16th. Info from,
and donations for the ‘Torness
Charges Fund‘ to, Box 23, c/0
163 Kin: St. Aberdeen.
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LETTER FROM IRELAND
Dear Solidarity,

There has been a deafening
silence on your part as to poli-
tical and social upheaval in this
part of the world - not more than
a hundred miles away from one of
your favourite holiday spots on
the Scottish coast.
I know it must be difficult for -
you, being tied up with whats
going on in Poland, and the com-
plication that it is not simply
an anti-statist or anti-capital-
ist struggle - but an anti-
imperialist one.
There are two ways of looking at
what is happening now. Firstly
the social forces involved in
Opposing this sectarian state
(with Republicanism as the most
influential ideology); and
secondly how the British state
first created, then reinforced
this sectarianism as a basis for
maintaining its power here. It
is true that a 32 County state
with a cooperative bourgeois, as
is the case down south, would
not threaten Britain.
But a break-up of the northern
state under the present conditie
ons would not only destroy
Britainh influence in the north
but also the south, and even the
credibility of the governent in
Britain itself. To make sure this
doesn't happen the British
government has set up a system of
counter-insurgency which has set
up the special intenogation
centres, the special holding
powers, the special juryless,
courts and the band new prisons
(such as the H-Blocks). I an
sure you have read eldyhere of
the details of torture, beatings
etc .
As a discussion journal for
libertarian socialists (and a
good one) I'm disappointed that
you have not touched upon the
role of the British government
in the north of Ireland.

lWhile appreciating Terry Liddles
"concern for ‘political prisoners‘
in Yugoslavia, I think its high
time some member of your organ-
isation took up the issue of
Irish ‘political prisoners‘.
Belfast Anarchist Collective.

Solidarity Response:
Although the predecessors of our
present magazine contained a
great deal of discussion on Ire-
land and the role of Republican-
ism, Unionism and the British
state, it is true that we have
not devoted any space to dealing
with these issues in the current
series.
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As internationalists, we have no
need to justify the attention we
have given to the magnificent
struggle of the Polish workers,
but we are glad of this opportun-
ity to, at least biefly, outline
some of our views on Ireland and
comment on what the BAG are '
saying.
Firstly, we must state our en-
phatic opposition to the Army
and police, especially in their
systematic use of arbitrary
arrest, conviction, imprisonment,
and torture against their oppo-
nents in northern Irelan. Des-
pite ou small numbers we could
probably have don more in recent
tines to expose the arnys role in
Ireland and oppose its recruiting
activity in this country.

The confrontation between the
forces of the capitalist (which
happens to be British) state and
sizeable sections of the working
class in Northern Ireland is,
however, only one component to
the overall war being fought
there. There is also the murder-
ous intra-working class feu be-
tween ’protestant’ and ‘catholic’
workers, as well as a number of
actual or potential ‘national
liberation struggles‘ which seek
to establish alternative capital-
ist (32 county ‘Irish’ or ‘Ulster
-Unionist‘, as the case may be)
states to replace British capital-
s rule in the north.

The overall situation is extreme-
ly complex and confused as these
various struggles interact and
overlap. When the British Army
invades and brutalises working
class districts, we see resistance
by working men, women and (espe-
cially heroically) children to
the forces of the capitalist state
Yet very often those best equiped
to fight the invading troops are
the local underground armies, such
as the Proves in some of the
‘catholic’ districts. Just as
with the British Army's soldiers,
most Provo soldiers are workers

and in many cases their first mo-
tivation as individuals nay be
the self-defence of the areas
where they live against intoler-
able oppression mounted by the
British Army. Yet the Provisional
IRA is poi a working class defence
force. On the contrary, it is a
national liberation army as em-
phatically pro-capitalist as the
other national liberation armies
we have seen in operation in
Vietnam and elswhere. Behind the
standard socialist rhetoric, lies
an aspiration to put the whole of
the 32 counties under the unified
control of a single state repre-
senting the interests of Irish
capital. Towards this objective
the Provos have killed and maimed
British (not just those in uni-
forms), ‘protestant’, and
‘catholic’ workers and_will no
doubt continue to do so. At dif-
ferent times and places a member
of a ‘protestant’ para-military
formation can be involved in
working class struggle against the
(British) capitalist state, can be
part of the machinery of the state
itself deployed against other
‘catholic‘workers or - independent
ly of the state, can engage in the
vicious intra-working class feud-
ing between ‘catholic’ and
‘protestant’ workers. Similar sit-
uations nay arise equally with the
Provos.

In clashes between workers and
the capitalist state we do not
need to think twice to know which
side we are on. But this is not
at all the same thing as unre-
servedly approving all working .
class actions - an impossibillity
anyway, when different sections
of the working class spend part
of their time murdering each
other. In northern Ireland, as
elsithere, we support all strugglm
of the working class which are
directed against the capitalist
class and its state, just as we
do all developments which enhance
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sthinking has evolved in th last
'decade and a half‘. Alas it is
clear that most of the details
are still to be worked out. Hho
precisely are the new ruling
class? Just how do they weild
power, to what ends, and under
what constraints? Ihat are the
relative strengths of the econom-
ic/managerial, political and =
military elemnts of this class,
and to what extent do they come
_into conflict with each other?
nflow far is class privilege trans-
mitted from genration to genera-
tion, and - in a society where
the inheritance of wealth is un-
important - by what mechanism is
this accomplished? (This question
is of special significance, since
th transmission of privilege is
‘what distinguishes a 'class' from
a ‘stratum’ .
§Sweezy7s answer to these questions
are either extremely sketchy or
non-existent. He is silent, too,
about the antecedents of his
ideas. The concept of a new ruli-
ng class actually precedes the
Russian Revolution by several dec-
ades, and is almost a commonplace
in modern literatue on the Soviet
Union. Sweesy is surely familiar
with the nineteenth century writ-
ings of Bakunin and Machajski, and
has certainly come into contact
with the arguments of James Burn-
ham, Max Schachtmann, Milovan
Djilas, John Kenneth Galbraith and
‘Cornelius Castoriadis (Paul Card-
an) - to name Just a few. It is
odd that he says nthing about
any of them, neither to acknowled-
ge his intellectual debts nr to
claim originality for his own con-
tribution.
These are by no means the only
omissions. Iith the solitary exce-
tion of the chapter on Poland

(which credits the Polish working
class with a rather basic trade
union consciousness), there ‘is
_nthing about workers‘ resistance
to the new rulers s nothing on
Kronstadt or the Workers‘ Opposit-
ion, nothing on Hungary, nothing

on th Pol sh r sing of 19?-.
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nsion and the crassness of the
(The book went to press in Febua- Little Red Book. The simple fact
ry 1980, well before the events of'that Chiang Qing rose to power as
last sumr). It is almost as if Mao's wife speaks volumes for the
the class struggle in.Eastern Eur- sexism and nepotism of Chinese
ope has to be fought by poxy, society with ‘politics in command’
waged by Messrs. Bettelheim and Even the Marxist Curia at New Left
Sweezy on behalf of a working Review now have their reservations
class too demoralised and depolit- about the Mao era. Sweezy, it
icised to be able to intervene of
its own accord.
This remarkable substitution fol-

seems, does not.
He is also remarkably reticent
about the nture of communist soc-

1°"B 1nBX°rlb17 fP°l 3"@9ZY'B P°1' ial relations in general. True,
itical perspective. Despairing of
revolutionary struggle by th
Western (and especially th U.S.)
iorki class, Sweezy is a Maoist.

ing class combativity to backward
countries, and allows neither

there are occas ional references
to the virtues of egalitarianism
and the suppession of the market,
but these fall far short of a full

-§i5e?£géQ_F°:ld§5' °°n£in°B '°rk* specification of a society without
a new ruling class (as the grues-
ome experience of Pol Pet will

Hungarian, nor Polish, nor (since forivzr serve tb remind us). It
n917)lRussiln exceptions’ AB a is entirely possible on the evi-. ' I

Leninist hziis £grced1t€‘::::ct dence of this book, that Sweezyany sugges on o pro e -R - R
revolt against the great man.him- t”1i°v§3tsu°h _at genginjéy
self. As a vanguardist, he must | °°mnun 3 s°°1° Y a ° Y
deny the workers‘ ability to £ignt*”’°*i°t 3°“”"h°r° in

I ye no to lead -hm. in-to perhaps in Korea or Vietnam.

It is surprising, too, that the

Eek in Eastern E-'10”, ahwe wO1‘1d, ROI. in Al'b8.nia ‘then

battle.
Sweezy's treatment of China is in-
substantial. He never poses, still
less answers, the really critical
question : if the Cultural Revol-
ution.really was a serious chall-
venge to the new ruling class, how
was it possible for comade Deng
to sweep it all away with so litt-
le opposition (and even, apparent-
ly, with considerable mass suppo-
rt)? There is a rather obvious
parallel here with the isolation
and defeat of Trotsky in the late
1920s. In both cases the masses
regarded their professed revolut-
ionary saviours with apathy, sus-
picion, cynicism, even outright
hostility - and in both cases they
were right! g .
In fact Sweesy says almost nothing
about the real natue of social
relations in China during the Cul-
tural Revolution, as opposed to
Mao's claims about those relations.
He ignores the continued party
dictatorship, the atmosphere of
manipulation and hysteria, the
cult of personality, the condesce-

authcr of two books on Cuba omits
Arthu Scargil1's favourite holi-
day resort from his discussion of
Post-Revolutionary Society.
Paul Sweezy is certainly no advo-
cate of social self-management.
All the same, this is a valuable
and provocative book. Unlike many
Marxists Sweezy writes in English
rathr than in Althusserian, so
that the reader can follow the
argument without having to trans-
late every other word. He is also
refreshingly undogmatic, and the
book really is a'search for answ-
ers‘ rather than the elaboration
of a party line. At £6.75 for 156
pages not many people are going -
to buy this book, but it's cert-
ainly one to ask for at you
local library.

John King

_COMTlNQ@Q FROM PACE 22 text we must start by explaining suggest they are sucumbing (in
(the democratic self-activity of the origin of partition and the admifledly desperate circumstances
‘the working class as a force in opposing ideologies of Republican- to the ideology of nationalism
society fighting for itself. ism and Unionism in te unequal and Republicanism.
That means suPP°rt1n5 claas dev°1°P‘°nt of capitalism in the Retuning to the immediate issueea}.-2e.::*:2:.::':.:P::":."§.:::.. zeta; ::;:;:‘:££:§""* of the P=1m- ~e -8
‘anti-imperialist‘ struggles. Ia capitalists. He must go on to opggieg to thghzrfatgengftgfiy are
oppose all attacks by groups of‘ explain thechanges that have gzatevagg zupport theseffortz of
workers on other members of their' made these divisions, even in all prisoners to improve their
own class in sectarian_battles; capitalist terms, outdated and -Eéhditions "8 will not support
that means opposing both irrelevant. In this work we can 1 éhi h 1 ad for Ci 1and "M-'~'= hm no “=6 W flag’ , $32.22: ...:..P.:.. 222.:para-military groups as well as dated theories of left-w ng s
the Army. (In more general terms we need to Unlike the mo we are clear that

, . i°XP°5° the dln8°T°“31Y r°l°ti°n8rY in this case our enemies'enemies
An important pert of the activity nature of all nationalism and _q.L1_ are 1~0'r our friends,
of a revolutionary group involves -;@1151¢n,'fiH¥brtun;te1y the U _ '
demystifying capitalist history Phrase, used, by the me in their ~>°1id@1'i’WKP1av¢h@$ter)
(and ideology, In the Irish con- wletter and in other material 16.12.80, g ’
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POST-REVOLUTIONARY SOCIETY 2

I

j-er, w a new r ng c ass o" a
iunique kind. This final chapter
Sis the most interesting and impo-
Frtant part of the book, and I
§will quote from it at some length
is "The starting point is capit-
-alism, which gave rise to all the

E35AY5 BY PAUL 5"EEZY isocial sciences with which we are
_(MONTHLY REVIEW PRESS I980, £6_75)_;familiar today. The economic fou-

indation of capitalism has three
This bO0k lS a collection Of ten fietgrmining gharagtgrigticg |
essays, written between I96? an
I980 either as articles for the
U.S. Maoist journal Monthly
Review or as public lectures.
They deal with two important que-
stions : what went wrong with the
Russian Revolution? and what sort.
of society is the Soviet Union
today? w

The first essay, dating from 1967
and entitled ‘Lessons of the
Soviet Experience‘, stresses the
substantial and growing inequali-
ties in material consumption exe-w
mplified by the spread of private‘
car ownership in Russia. The sec-
ond chapter deals with the Polish
workers‘ rising of 1970, when
Gomulka was replaced by Edward
(‘heart attack‘) Gierek. The con-
flict between the party apparatus
and the working class revealed,
Sweezy argues, a clash between
proletarian and capitalist ideol-
ogies very similar to that which
underlies the class struggle in s
the West. w ‘
Chapters 3 and 6 eulogies the
Chinese Cultural Revolution, con-
trasting it with the ‘cultural
counter-revolution‘ which Sweezy
believes to have taken place in
the Soviet Union after 1928, and
praising Mao's supposed discovery
of the necessity for class strug-
gle in socialist society. Three
further chapters (4,5 and 7) Pur-
sue this theme. Here Sweezy rev-
iews the first two volumes of
Charles Bettelheim‘s Class Strug-
gles in the USSR, with their emp-
hasis on the emergence of a ‘state
bourgeoisie‘ in the USSR in the
early years of the Stalin era.

In chapter 8 Sweezv attacks the
weary old Trotskyist catechism ac-
cording to which Russia is a def5_
rmed or degenerated workers state
comprehensively demolishing Ernest
Mandel in the process. (He might
have included Mandefs reply, pub-
lished in their debate in Monthly
Review, if only to demonstrate its
utter emptiness). The ninth chap-
ter concludes that Marxist theory
is in acetate of Kuhnian crisis T
because of the anomalies posed by
the failure of proletarian revol-
utions to give rise to a genuinely
socialist society.

In the final chapter, which prov-
ides the book with its title,
Sweezy maintains that the Soviet
Union is neither socialist nor .
'capitalist, but is a new form of
class society different from eit-

'(l) ownership of the means of
production by private capitalists;
§(2) separation of the total social
bapital into many competing or
{potentially competing units; and
.f-(3) production of the great bulk
of commodities (both goods and
gservices) by workers who, owning
ino means of production of their
bwn, are obliged to sell their
ilabou power to capitalists in
iorder to acquire the means of
lsubsistence. In Soviet-type soci-
eties, two of these three determ-
iining characteristics have been
eliminated. Most of the means of
'production are owned by the state
‘or, in the case of the collective
farms which are formally coopera-
tives closel controlled by the1 y _
‘state: And the units into which
they are divided for managerial
sand administrative purposes are
not autonomous and do not relate
to each other'in the manner of
competing capitals. Instead they
form parts of a hierarchical str-
ucture of decision-making and
control which reaches its peak in
-the top political organs of the
‘state. The guiding force in this

@ system is therefore an overall
blan which, however well or badly
articulated, is a set of direct-
ives having the force of law an
inot merely, as under capitalism,
indicators designed to help the
autonomous units of capital to
eact more rationally in their own
interest.......
"The point to be emphasized is
not that all manifestations of
capitalist behaviour patterns
have been eliminated from Soviet-
type societies - far from it -

_but that these have ceased to dom
inate the functioning of the eco-
nomy and hence, inirectly, to
shape the objectives and tasks of
political power. In capitalist
society the state is the servant
of the economy; in Soviet type
societies it is the master......
”....the most important differ-
ence between capitalism and post-
revolutionary society is that
this overwhelming dominance of
capital has been broken and re-
placed by the direct rule of a
new ruling class which derives
it's power and priveleges not
from ownership and/or control of
capital but from the unmediated
control of the state and its
multiform apparatuses of coerci-
on. This means that the utilis-
ation of society's surplus prod-
uct - which as under caaitalism

and some forms of precapitalist
society, is produced by a prop-
ertyless working class - is no
longer governed by the laws of
valu and capital accumulation
but instead becomes the central
focus of a political process and
of couse of political struggles,
including (but not exclusively)
class struggles. In this resp-
ect post-revolutionary societies
are unlike capitalism but simi-
lar to precapitalist societies
which also lack an autonomous
economic foundation."
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I find this all rather convincing
though I suspect that Sweezy
greatly exaggermtes the differ-
ences between the positions of
the Soviet an Western working
classes. Considered as a whole,
his analysis seems to me to be n
less plausible than the argument
that there is a single world cap-
italist system, with nothing but
geography distinguishing the
American from the Soviet bour-
geoisie. If ‘global state
capitalism‘ is too glib a des-
cription, however, Sweezy‘s
alternative is muh too vague.
The book itself is full of ambi-
guities about the precise natue
of the Soviet ruling class. It
opens with the conept of a ‘ru-_
ling stratum of political bureau-
‘crats and economic managers‘.
There are several later refer-
ences to Bettelheims notion of a
‘Soviet state bourgeoisie‘ and
to a ‘modernized state capital-
ists system‘ in.Emetern Europe.
Sweezy also writes of a ‘manag-
erial stratum‘ which is nt a
bursmcracy in the Trotskyist
sense ‘but rather an incipient
ruling (and exploiting) class....
based not on private property but
on control of an all encompassing
repressive state apparatus‘.
These various formulations appear
to be mutually inconsistent.
Sweezy‘s excuse is that his book
is ‘a sort of record of how my

CONTINUED on PGE 23


